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Abstract:
Over the past few years, there has been a widespread adoption of handheld devices.
Despite the efforts of mobile software producers to improve user interfaces there are
still many challenging usability problems in mobile applications. These issues are
due to the limitations of mobile devices, new input methods, devices mobility, etc.
Constraints and usability issues of mobile devices can potentially be addressed by
Adaptive User Interface (AUI) techniques, which have been identified as one of the
promising solutions for usability issues in modern informational systems. In addition
to this, such properties of handheld devices as mobility and context-awareness make
mobile devices a perfect platform for using context-based user interface adaptation
techniques.
Nevertheless, there are no clear, accepted and widely used guidelines or set of pat-
terns for AUI creation for mobile applications and most of the solutions are left for
application developers’ discretion.
The Thesis focuses on the topic of AUI for mobile applications. Particularly, a pos-
sibility to create a standardized approach to AUI design and prototyping of mobile
applications is considered.
The main objective of the Thesis is to design guideline rules and associated pat-
terns as the examples of a possible standardized approach. The designed guidelines
are validated by applying them to two different mobile applications. The result of
designed guidelines might possibly be used to influence further development of AUI
methods into guidelines and specifications for mobile application development.
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”It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent
that survives. It is the one that is the most adaptable to change.”
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the explosive growth of mobile devices adoption and decrease of conven-
tional PCs usage (1.86 billion smart phones/tablets vs 341 million PC/laptops
in 2012 [Meulen, 2013]) as well as increasing Internet penetration. The ways
of human-computer interaction are also shifting towards more seamless and
ubiquitous, integrating computers to everyday life. Even though mobile op-
erating systems have made a giant evolutionary leap in improving user inter-
faces in the last few years, there are still many challenging usability problems.
Due to them, many common tasks are still easier and faster to perform with
traditional keyboard and mouse on a Personal Computer (PC). The touch
screen as the input device is less precise than keyboard and mouse, and has
less room to display User Interface (UI) elements. These tasks should be
performed differently on a mobile device, i.e. more adapted to the context
in which they are carried out. Nevertheless, mobile operating systems still
carry many paradigms inherited from the desktop software, that are not al-
ways suitable for mobile, and mostly they are improving only by borrowing
successful new concepts from each other.
The modern mobile devices are equipped with highly sophisticated sensors
and this particular feature may assist the mobile device to be aware about
the surrounding, system’s state and other contextual data. This information
can be used to make the behavior of the mobile system more flexible and
1
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more tailored. With future hardware development the variety of sensors and
detecting algorithms might be extended rapidly and as a result bring more
options for gathering context data. Better knowledge of the surrounding en-
vironment and analysis of the context usage could bring more possibilities
for system adaptation to serve users in a personalized way.
Adaptation of the user interfaces has been identified as one of possible solu-
tions for solving usability issues in modern information systems [Alvarez-
Cortes et al., 2007]. A combination of such properties as mobility and
context-awareness makes mobile devices a perfect platform for adaptation
techniques. Moreover, mobile devices constraints and usability issues can
potentially benefit by addressing them to adaptive user interfaces [Al-bar
and Wakeman, 2001].
1.1 Overview of the Problem
The context-aware mobile systems have gained popularity in past years [Bobek
et al., 2013] the amount of research in the field of context-awareness is growing
year by year [Hong et al., 2009] as well. Many researchers have been con-
cerned about the context-awareness as a property of mobile devices and po-
tentials of this property for adaptivity of user interfaces and systems. There
are numerous researches on the topic of adaptive and context-aware user in-
terfaces, which present statistical [Gajos et al., 2006] [Holzinger et al., 2012],
formal [Hanumansetty, 2004] and other approaches. But most of these works
concentrate on some generic, high-level solutions which may be suitable only
for some specific purposes and may, or may not work for other types of ap-
plications.
Despite the interest to this topic in the scientific world, it did not find a
spread use in practice [Hong et al., 2009]. Not many context-aware systems
can be found in use today, as well as there is not so many commercially re-
leased applications. One of the exception are the navigation or location-aware
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applications (such as tour guides, navigators), which are widely presented on
mobile application markets as well as on the web.
Such tendency could be justified by the lack of the standardized approaches
and guidelines. Baldauf in his survey of context-aware systems highlighted
the necessity of creating sophisticated approaches with standardized formats
and protocols for building reusable and interoperable context-aware services.
As an outcome the developed approaches will bring ”new contextual knowl-
edge or patterns” [Baldauf et al., 2007].
The majority of mobile and web applications are designed by independent de-
velopers or companies. The most of companies do not have dedicated person-
nel, who is responsible for user interface or user experience design, or research
centers for new technologies investigation. Such tasks are mostly carried out,
e.g., by graphical designers or software developers. Thus, this fact makes the
guidelines, design tools, frameworks and patterns a theoretical base of the
software development. For mobile application development the developer’s
guidelines or specifications, published by the Operating System (OS) vendors
are the source of this knowledge and background (Android Developer Guide
[AND, 2014], Android Design [ADG, 2014], iOS Human Interface Guide-
lines [IOS, 2014], User Experience Design Guidelines for Windows Phone
[WIN, 2014], etc.) or web communities (World Wide Web Consortium [W3,
2014], WHATWG [WHA, 2014]). None of those documents contain recom-
mendations about the utilization of context-awareness or system adaptation
techniques. The only direction of interface adaptation is mentioned in the
listed above documents is UI adaptation for multi-resolution mobile devices.
Little to nothing has been done on designing adaptive context based user
interfaces for mobile applications based on certain complex requirements.
Few common and well-established mobile activities are already adaptive and
context aware1, which are mostly even dictated by the OS. There are also
numerous frameworks, tools, patterns and components libraries, which are
supposed to aid with adaptive UI design. However, these frameworks have
1Example: the algorithm of the soft keyboard appearance
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not found a wide acceptance in mobile development, since none of them has
been standardized by the OS vendors or by the web consortium. And only
a few of components and approaches have been approved and added to the
guidelines by the OS vendors2. These little steps into the adoption of adap-
tive techniques are mostly adaptation of interface elements according to the
current state of the application. There is no significant progress in the direc-
tion of context-awareness either. For this reason, context-aware adaptation
and yet many other possible interactions are left for application developers’
discretion.
In addition to the forming lack of guidelines in terms of context-awareness
and adaptation techniques, there is also the problem of imperfect or too
complicated operating system APIs. That makes it quite hard to implement
proper context-aware UI adaptation. This fact makes capabilities of the mo-
bile phones underused. In addition, the OSes do not serve users intuitively.
This gap in software development is attempted to fill by some commercial
applications, such as ”Atooma” [ATO] and ”Situations” [SIT]. These soft-
ware solutions assist to adjust the mobile phone functionality depending on
the user’s location or activity or period of time (e.g. context). For instance,
the following actions can be set to execute automatically by the applications:
switching to the silent mode during meetings, have Music player opened when
headphones are connected, extend phone’s battery life when mobile phone
is not in use, notification about someone’s activity via SMS (Short Message
Service)3.
Such lack of the guidelines has to be filled. In case of native applications this
task should be solved by the OS vendors by extending guidelines and creating
frameworks for acquiring context data from available sensors. These frame-
works have to be aimed to transform raw sensors data into a structured form.
For web applications, the specifications for adaptive user interface techniques
usage have to be published by the web consortium.
2Example: Navigation Drawer component was included into latest Android support
library.
3Examples were taken from the applications presentations
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This Thesis focuses on the topic of adaptive user interfaces for mobile devices,
particularly, on the research of possible benefits for AUI from the mobility
and context-awareness properties of handheld devices. This Thesis attempts
to design guidelines for AUI creation for mobile application. The result of
this work possibly might be used to influence further development adaptive
user interface techniques into guidelines and specification.
1.2 Research Objectives, Scope and Limita-
tions
The main objective of the Thesis is to design guideline rules and associated
patterns as an attempt to create a standardized approach to context-aware
application design. The result documentation might be used as extension to
existing guidelines as a reference for application developers and possibly UI
designers for adaptive interfaces creation on mobile applications. In order to
achieve the main objective, the following goals should be accomplished:
• to design an approach to adaptive user interface design;
The first objective includes creation of the guidelines or rules for proto-
typing mobile applications, and associated patterns for applying adap-
tive techniques for mobile applications in practice;
• to model an application with respect to the formulated adaptive user
interface guidelines and patterns;
The second objective of the Thesis is to exploit the proposed approach
to designing a new application. In addition, to illustrate a usage of the
guidelines, these rules will be applied to published application with an
existing user base;
• to validate the results of the created and improved applications;
The third objective is to illustrate the benefits or drawbacks of the
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designed approach. In order to determine the efficiency of the proposed
approach, the user retention of the modified version will be measured.
• to demonstrate that guidelines for adaptive techniques based on the
device context-awareness can be applied in practice for prototyping
mobile applications;
Due to limited resources of the project some restrictions will be applied on
the scope of this work. The complete and comprehensive validation of the
guidelines application results can not be fitted into the scope of this work.
This task can be covered by the future work.
Nevertheless, due to limited resources, another validation will be used in
this work: an evaluation of the modernized published application. The user
retention is used as the factor of successfulness of patterns usage and pos-
sibility to determine the efficiency of the proposed approach. We will have
to keep in mind that such approach can not guarantee the accurate results
of the validation, due to various factors which may affect on the user value
variation.
1.3 Research Questions
The following research questions were raised to understand the advantages
of the adaptive user interfaces techniques for mobile application development:
Question 1: How can adaptive user interface tech-
niques be used for interface design and prototyping of
mobile applications?
This is the key research question and it forms a basis for the rest of the
research. In order to fully disclose the main question of the research the
following sub-questions have to be considered first:
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1. What questions to ask before making decision to use adaptive user
interface for mobile application design?
2. What kind of limitation problems can be addressed by adaptivity tech-
niques?
3. How can adaptivity processes benefit from specifics of mobile devices?
4. What kind of mobile device characteristics have to be taken into con-
sideration for a successful adaptation?
5. How can mobile devices specifics increase applications usability?
Question 2: What are the existing approaches to adap-
tive user interface development for mobile devices?
This question can be divided into following sub-questions:
1. What kind of approaches for adaptive user interface design exist: guide-
lines, patterns, component collection?
2. What are the pros and cons of these solutions?
3. Can any of them be used as standardized solution?
Question 3: Can a standardized approach to AUI de-
sign for mobile applications be developed?
Can such approach be used and successfully implemented for designing AUI
for mobile applications?
The research of this work reviews different types of adaptation, different
approaches to acquiring contextual data. As a practical part of the Thesis
is the creation of patterns for development of context-aware application for
mobile devices.
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis
This is organized as follows. First part of the work consists of the theoretical
base of the Thesis. Chapter 2 presents the definitions of the key elements of
the AUI design. It is extended by the review of existing implementations of
the AUI in mobile application development with the examples of AUI usage.
Following Chapter 3 contains the definition of context-awareness as one of
the mobile devices property and reasons for UI adaptation. Later it defines
the key elements of context-awareness.
Chapter 4 presents the research of the previous attempts of standardized
approach to AUI design creation. Moreover, this chapter includes proposal
for AUI design guidelines for mobile applications. As the proof-of-idea an
associated with each guideline rule pattern is presented.
The application of the designed guidelines in the practice is presented in
Chapter 6 as proof-of-workability and effectiveness of the proposed solution
to AUI design of mobile applications. Finally, Chapter 7, Chapter 8 and
Chapter 9 present evaluation of the designed guidelines, conclusions and
future work.
Chapter 2
AUI in Mobile Application De-
sign
This chapter introduces a theoretical basis for the key elements of the Adap-
tive User Interface (AUI) development. It lists the most common reasons for
AUI usage and particularly focuses on implementing AUI in mobile applica-
tions with examples of AUI use.
2.1 Adaptive User Interface
Adaptive User Interface is interface which adapts its elements to the needs of
individual user. The examples of adaptive interfaces on mobile devices are:
navigator which indicates a user current position and calculates the path to
destination, expandable search bar, soft keyboard, etc. Adaptive User In-
terface has taken a big role in the Human-Computer Interaction research.
Recently this research is gaining a new wave of popularity. This interest is
mostly stimulated by technological evolution: the growth of the application
complexity and computer systems capacity. Moreover, computers, handheld
and mobile devices are more accessible to people and becoming a part of ev-
eryday life. This brings a new challenge to User Interface (UI) designers: the
9
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UI has to be able to accommodate a wide range of potential users. Often,
applications are built for a variety of use cases and the UI has to be flexible
to satisfy different users and various tasks.
In addition, interactions between the user and the device interface have to
be simple and clear for users independently of their technical background,
education or computer system knowledge. Application designers also have
to cope with the fact that all users are different and each of them has unique
personal preferences. User’s preferences, mood, characteristics, etc. have
also to be taken into consideration while designing the application user in-
terface. Besides, the increased complexity of computer systems makes this
task even more challenging. At the same time such progress creates potential
opportunities for a big amount of improvements. The wide variety of sensors
and the big capacity of computer hardware is a good base for creating rich
and flexible interfaces, which will serve user in a better and more organic for
individuals’ way.
Modern applications have to operate on different platforms, run on differ-
ent devices with different capabilities and used in different contexts, to serve
different users [Lo´pez-Jaquero and Montero, 2003]. The idea of Adaptive
User Interface is aimed to automatically handle distinctions of such kind. A
flexible or adaptive application can interact with the user in a personalized
manner and in addition solve the differentiation problems described above.
In this section a definition of the Adaptive User Interface term is given, ex-
amples and potential domains of use of such type of UI provided, outlining
the reasons for adapting user interface.
2.1.1 AUI definition
AUIs are systems that change their structure, contents and elements accord-
ing to the need and context of the user [Schneider-Hufschmidt et al., 1993].
Schneider-Hufschmidt gave a complete definition of a new type of user inter-
face, complemented and summed up the one given by Browne, Totterdel, and
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Norman in 1990 [Browne et al., 1990]. Jameson described user-adaptive sys-
tem as ”an interactive system that adapts its behaviour to individual users
on the basis of processes of user model acquisition and application that in-
volve some form of learning, inference, or decision making” [Jameson, 2009].
Consequently, Adaptive user interface is a type of interactive system, which
adapts its interface elements and behavior. As the basis of such transfor-
mation if the information acquired about its users, the context of use and
its environment is used. Such systems are able to change their character-
istics, settings, elements automatically according to user’s needs, goals and
interaction with the system. In other words, AUI allows user to create a
flexible interface not only on the stage of its design, but also during usage.
It makes the user more independent of the designer, and does not force the
designer to decide about user-specific optima before the user works with the
system [Oppermann, 1994]. Thus, adaptive systems not only can adapt to
meet user’s needs at particular moment, but also may anticipate the future
steps and requirements.
Interface adaptation has been implemented in a wide range of interfaces and
systems including web, mobile, desktop, and many other platforms. The
next subsection provides a set of use cases of AUI as an illustration of the
popularity and prevalence of this type of interface design.
2.1.2 Adaptive User Interface Applications
This subsection presents the possible domains of implementation of UI adap-
tation, with some commercially developed use cases as well as with research
prototypes. The categorization of use cases presented below is nominal and
is done by diving into usage domains. Concurrently, it is not strict and can
be expanded by other examples. Moreover, many use cases may intersect
and can be presented in the same user interface. The concepts, definitions
and ideas in this section are mostly based on the Jameson’s paper ”Adap-
tive Interfaces and Agents” [Jameson, 2009] with some extension. The author
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covers an extensive range of adaptive systems and classifies them by the main
functional assistance they aim to provide. In the presented set of applications
the most obvious and outdated cases are omitted and it is extended by the
most relevant and currently actual cases as of the time of this work.
Personal Assistant System
One of the most promising and rapidly developing domain at the moment, is
the personal assistance system. Such an adaptive system analyses user’s
related data, her behavior and environment conditions. Based on the results
of such analysis, it predicts the next or current user’s activity and suggests
relevant information or functionality.
A good example of such system is Google Now [GNO, 2014], which has been
recently released. This application runs in the background of the user mobile
phone. In case relevant information can be retrieved related to the user’s ac-
tivity, e.g. location and other type of personal data at a time, it offers the
right information and functionality in the form of a card. An example of such
card can be found on Figure 2.1 below. In the figure there is a card which
might be shown in case if the user has booked a flight. The application re-
minds user about the amount of minutes remained for leaving in order to be
in time for the flight. In addition, it offers the functionality and information
related to the current task. This data is a result of the interface adaptation
based on user’s goals or tasks. In the case described above, the interface will
present elements for such actions like route calculation to airport, flight date
and time, terminal and gate information. By reaching the destination the
system will offer current weather forecast and local rates, news [GNO, 2014].
Personalization of Content
Content personalization is an acquisition of information with respect to
the user’s individual interests. This technique is widely used in news pub-
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Figure 2.1: Example of Flights Google Now Card [GNO, 2014]
lishing systems, commercial web sites and applications. The general idea
of this AUI use case is to make content filtering based on the user’s be-
havior or preferences. This process of learning and/or inference is relying
on the basic information about the user: (User Model ): user-personalized
knowledge base. Content filtering is applied according to the user model.
The system analyses the user’s activity, preferences, location, connections,
browsing/listening/watching history, etc. Based on the results of such analy-
sis it filters the content of the application. Examples of such content may be
featured products, hypermedia, cinema, articles, music tracks or video clips
recommendations or suggestions. Such logic personalizes the content for par-
ticular user depending on his user model, and the application performance
is therefore different for different users.
The described use case can be illustrated with a list of the following ex-
amples: movie database IMDB [IMD], music website last.fm [LAS], video
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sharing websiteYoutube [YOU], music streaming service Spotify [SPO], na-
tive application and website of Helsinki Sanomat [HS], adaptive news access
[Billsus and Pazzani, 2007] and many others.
Content most relevant to a user is presented as ”Recommended”, e.g. video
clips on Youtube, performer suggestions on Spotify and many other examples
of content adaptation.
Personalized content adaptation can be based not only on the model of a
single user, but also on using collaborative modeling. Such approach to
adaptation is called collaborative filtering. The most well-known example is
the purchase suggestions feature (”Customers Who Viewed This Item Also
Viewed”) in the Amazon [AMA] online shopping service. In addition to the
user’s activity on the site, Amazon system gains knowledge for adaptation
from the comparison of the current user activity with activity of other site
customers. The Amazon suggestion system takes into account numerous fac-
tors for content adaptation such as purchase history, user’s rates and likes
[AMA, 2014]. Another illustration of collaborative filtering is the ”most”
lists (such as ”most viewed”, ”most popular”, ”most interesting” and oth-
ers). That is, the system collects a history of all activity of the application
users and this data is used for UI adaptation.
Adaptation of Interface Elements
In this type of AUI application user interface elements are conforming to
fit better with the way a user exploits the system. The interface is adapting
to serve to the user’s needs, goals and current situation more efficiently. One
of the most familiar example is the personalized menu, a feature of Microsoft
Word 2000 [Gui, 2000]. The adaptive mechanism features only the menu
items which are used most often and hide infrequently used menu options
from the menu list. This logic makes the menu personalized. The algorithm
determines the order of options in the menu according to their usage fre-
quency: the more an option is used, the more accessible it is in the menu.
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An option appears in the main part of the menu after it has been selected for
the first time, and the order in the menu is updating permanently. In case
an option was not in use for a period of time it will be moved to the hidden
part of the menu (see Figure 2.2).
There are several other interface elements which can additionally illustrate
Figure 2.2: Example of adaptation in personalized menu. (The user ac-
cesses the ”Insert” menu (A). Not finding the desired option, the user clicks
on the extension arrows and selects the ”Field” option (B). When the user
later accesses the same menu, ”Field” now appears in the main section (C).)
[Jameson, 2009]
this case of interface adaptation: input fields’ auto-completion, forms’ auto-
filling, context-sensitive menus, breadcrumbs and others.
Another direction of user interface adaptation is so called Responsive Design,
one of the main concepts of which is called Adaptive Layout. This is an in-
terface design approach that became extremely popular due to the variety
of computer devices appearing on the market. Responsive design techniques
provide an optimal content representation across the wide range of devices
and screen sizes. In other words, in this approach the UI adapts depending
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on the device screen dimensions in order to make it convenient to use on
any kind of screen. Mainly this approach is used for web interface design,
however, it is also applicable to any user interface. For instance, the adapta-
tion of an application interface for landscape and portrait modes in mobile
devices can be done with the same approach.
Adaptive Dialog System
These systems are adapting their content by involving some sort of artifi-
cial intelligence or heuristics in the process. An information/answer or a
help article is offered based on the user’s input in a separate text-based di-
alog inside the main application. Hereby, the system provides assistance to
the user by displaying the data according to the user’s questions. One of the
first examples of such content adaptation was presented by Microsoft’s Office
Assistant. Nowadays, most of the help systems are built based on the same
principles. The most recent and well-known example of a help assistant is
the Ikea web site [IKE]: ”Ask Anna” (see Figure 2.3). For the request ”I
need a bed”, the assistant offers bed varieties available at the moment in the
selected store, sorted by name, type, color etc. For more precise requests (like
”I need black bed”) the system will update the current page with product
suggestions. There are several other examples of adaptive dialog systems,
which were developed as proof-of-concept cases by researches: [Komatani
et al., 2005], [Thompson and Goker, 2000], [Mu¨ller et al., 2003].
Multi-User Interface
In multi-user interface systems information presentation is tailored accord-
ing to the user’s role or their characteristics in the system. It is achieved
by adapting content and functional controls according to the knowledge and
domain knowledge of the user’s group: admin, user, guests, etc. Software for
healthcare centres and hospitals is an example one where the differentiation
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Figure 2.3: Help assistant on Ikea web site [IKE].
by role is highly important due to various reasons, e.g. taking into account
patient privacy. Such collaborative system for handheld devices has been
designed and presented by Mun˜oz and his colleagues[Mun˜oz et al., 2003].
The authors claimed that in health centres with different shifts the only cer-
tainty is about the role that person will have when attending patients. Thus,
the system must be able to recognize roles as well as particular individuals.
[Mun˜oz et al., 2003]
Systems Interacting with the Environment
The last use case of user interface adaptivity is the systems which change
user interface depending on the surroundings and user/application interac-
tion with it. The data collected about the environment is used as the context
(see Section 3.2 for more details) for adaptation: user’s location, tempera-
ture, noise level etc. Particularly location-sensitive systems will be reviewed,
where the content and the user interface is altered depending on the user’s
current position and its related data (for instance, user’s geographical his-
tory). The adaptation process might involve location-related suggestions as
it was described in the Personalization of content case (see above in this
subsection), or navigation support, etc. This adaptation is benefiting from
the mobility of computer more than other types of adaptation described in
this subsection.
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A tour guide application is one example of this use case of adaptive user sys-
tems. A number of tourist guides were built and presented: ”Cyberguide” by
Abowd et al. [Abowd et al., 1997], ”GUIDE” [Cheverst et al., 2000]. More-
over, it can be illustrated by numerous newer commercial implementations
such as Foursquare [4SQ], TRIPADVISOR [TRI], TouristEye [TOU].
Moreover, most of the commercial applications and websites are aiming to
provide location-based adaptation or integration of their services via API s.
The following online services: Facebook places [FAC], Twitter [TWI] and
others demonstrate this influence.
Another example of implementation of this use case was described by Schilit
in his works about context-aware applications [Schilit, 1995]. The author pre-
sented an example, in which the location data is used in combination with
other data as the context for determining the current user activity in order
to switch a device to a proper mode: ”meeting”, ”running”, ”at school” etc.
Google has advanced even more in this direction, and currently the Google
Maps mobile application [GMA] can detect not only user location in terms of
address, but also their indoor positioning including floor detection, and can
guide users inside a building.
2.1.3 Inefficient Adaptation Cases
Despite the popularity and wide implementation of adaptive systems it is
not a panacea to solving all the user interface challenges and goals. In this
section we demonstrate an example of adaptivity, which were unsuccessful or
where adaptivity worsens the final version of the product.
McGrenere in his research compared the personalized menu of MS Word 2000
with traditional static menus and MSWord PERSONAL [McGrenere et al.,
2002]. The authors presented another approach of filtering options in a menu.
MSWord PERSONAL is the result of such approach implementation and an
example of an adaptive system. In this variant of the menu the user can
control the importance, jointly the visibility and accessibility, of an option
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in a menu.
In the menu solution presented by Microsoft there is no control over the adap-
tation algorithm. Users can not view or change the underlying user model
maintained by the system; their only control is to turn the adaptive menus
on and off, and to reset the data collected in the user model [McGrenere
et al., 2002]. This limitation induced a high level of user’s discontent by the
new feature. Moreover, continuous dislocation of options in the menu, can
easily confuse users and make them lose their focus while using the applica-
tion. A test group preferred the solution proposed by McGrenere over the
MSWord PERSONAL. The author indicated as the result of their research
the necessity to keep balance between adaptivity and adaptability: potential
user control of the adaptation process.
2.1.4 Stages and Agents in the Adaptation process
Before selecting adaptation as the main technique for building a user inter-
face, a set of fundamental questions be answered [Dieterich et al., 1993]:
• who should adapt?
what side (user or system) of the user computer interaction model has
to take the main role in the adaptation process,
• what level of interaction should be adapted?
what part of the system has to be adapted: the presentation or the
functionality.
• what data (information) has to be taken into consideration for apply-
ing adaptation?
• what goals should be promoted by the selected level of adaptation
and based on what context?
what is the aim of the application, can it be achieved with adaptation
techniques and with available resources (context, technical character-
istics, etc.).
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• when should be the changes made?
what the triggers are for adaptation.
Finally, as the result of the questions listed above, the decision about type
of changes for adaptive user interface creation has to be done.
One of the main questions of the adaptation process is ”who should adapt?”.
The question of allocating control over the adaptation process has been in-
vestigated by numerous researches ([Lavie and Meyer, 2010], [Dieterich et al.,
1993], [Kobsa et al., 2001]). According to these research, AUI maintaining is
not boolean, it can not be viewed as having or not having adaptive features.
Instead, the adaptation principles are employed with different levels of adap-
tivity. Levels of adaptivity reflect the distribution of control over adaptation
between the user and the system: is the system solely controls adaptation or
has a co-operative process with the user.
At the same time, the tasks of adaptation process can be grouped by the
stages of adaptation. Dieterich and his colleagues suggested the stages of
adaptation from the user’s point of view. These stages, based on the au-
thors’ position, are the ones to be considered for examining the adaptation
process and exploring levels of adaptation (see Figure 2.4). The first stage
is initiative, the decision regarding adaptation suggestion is made by one of
the agents (user or system, as the most interesting agents are the ones who
interact). Following by the proposal stage, the alternatives for adaptation
have to be proposed by an agent. In the sequent stages one of the alterna-
tives is chosen (decision) and finally executed (execution).
Hence according to the authors’ vision of the topic there are two agents with
four possible stages (16 possible cases in total).
Dieterich suggested a matrix (see Figure 2.4) as a visualisation representa-
tion of any possible case and classification of an approach or prototype.
Nevertheless, some combinations may be excluded from the review as non-
perspective. For instance, the case when adaptation was selected or proposed
by the system, but is actually made by the user. Just the same, the case
when the user tailors the system to his/her own preferences, called Simple
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Figure 2.4: Task and Agents: Example of Configuration [Dieterich et al.,
1993]
Figure 2.5: Examples of Task and Agents Configuration Scheme: Simple (a)
and Self-Adaptation (b) [Dieterich et al., 1993]
Adaptation (see Figure 2.5 (a)). Color schemes and other user-controlled set-
tings are a good illustration of this case. The contrary case is Self-Adaptation
(see Figure 2.5 (b)). The system executes the adaptation tasks on all stages:
observes the situation, makes a decision about possible adaptation, evaluates
different variants and finally performs the most appropriate one. According
to the analysis made by the authors of the paper, the approaches which give
more control over the adaptation are more promising.
Flexibility or adaptation helps people to use systems more efficiently. Adap-
tation of the user interface may constantly improve interaction between the
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user and the system. AUIs are situated and aim to enable the user to become
smarter and more empowered [Jameson, 2009].
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2.2 Mobile World
In the last few years the usage of mobile devices is growing exponentially. By
the end of 2013, the smartphone user base gets at 22% of global population
(or about 1.6 billion devices around a world), or closely every fourth human
is a user of a smartphone. This is an 18% increase in four years [Heggustuen,
2013]. In developed countries the number of smartphone users reaches up
to 50% [Smith, 2012]. Moreover, the remarkable tablet penetration has ex-
ploded from 2% to 6% in last few years. On top of this, the 25% [Cooper,
2013] of the owners of smartphones use them constantly not only as a phone,
but also as tool to perform workday tasks. No doubt, handheld devices are a
part of everyday life for a significant number of people and this penetration
of mobile devices is raising rapidly.
Such tendency in the mobile world declines the priority of desktop comput-
ers. The number of desktops sold is lagging behind in comparison to the
handheld devices (by approximately 8% in total [Heggustuen, 2013]). This
substitution of computers with mobile devices can simply be explained by the
accessibility of the handheld devices, technical specifications and capabilities
of these devices, which anticipate the user’s requirements and can perform
nearly most of the same tasks. Modern smartphones have better hardware
characteristics than the first generation of personal computers. The mobile
Internet and emerging technologies, such as near-filed communications, real-
time location and a variety of embedded sensors transform a mobile device
into a powerful tool. The small size and light weight of handheld devices
make them more attractive for end-users. Amid of the discussed above facts
the usability of the mobile devices becomes a critical factor of their usage.
This section contains an overview of mobile device characteristics and lists
challenges of user interface development for mobile devices. As a conclusion
the arguments why to use AUI as a possible solution to mobile devices lim-
itations are presented.
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2.2.1 Mobile Devices
A Mobile device or handheld device is a small, portable, wireless computing
device. Weiss formulated three criteria for computer devices, by passing
which a device can be qualified as a handheld device [Weiss, 2002].
1. to be a wireless device - it must operate without cables, except tem-
porarily, while recharging or synchronizing;
2. to be a portable device - it must be easily used while in one’s hands,
not resting on a table;
3. it must either allow the addition of new applications or support Internet
connectivity.
One of the most important property of mobile devices is that they can be eas-
ily relocated due to the possibility to function without cables and the small
size. Therefore, mobile or handheld devices can be classified as fully mobile
in the mobile spectrum. Currently, the most of the handheld devices have a
display screen with touch input and are operated by finger, stick and virtual
or hard keyboard, but this is not an indicator of device being handheld or
mobile.
According to the Weiss criteria such devices as tablets (some example, iPad
from Apple, Galaxy Tab or Note from Samsung, Kindle Fire from Amazon,
etc.) are excluded from the definition of mobile devices ”simply because of
[their] size” [Weiss, 2002]. However, in the scope of this Thesis tablet de-
vices will be considered as handheld devices. This association is due to their
mode of interaction, which is closest to that of handheld devices, as it was
suggested by Gorlenko [Gorlenko and Merrick, 2003].
Thus in this work by using the term mobile or handheld device a portable,
small and wireless device will be implied. Examples of such devices are mo-
bile phones, tablets, similar to mobile phone devices, but without a mobile
subscription (for instance iPod touch, a media player from Apple). By using
the expression mobile application the author of this thesis will refer to appli-
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cation which is running on a mobile device.
2.2.2 Mobile Devices Limitations
Despite the obvious advantages of mobile devices there are several limita-
tions, which make interface development more challenging. In this subsec-
tion a list of mobile devices specifics, which make the interface development
more complex, will be provided. The categorization of usability issues of mo-
bile devices and applications, presented by Gorlenko [Gorlenko and Merrick,
2003], was taken as a basis and updated with reference to the Looije paper
[Looije et al., 2007] and to correspond the current state.
• Technical - this category of issues refers to network connectivity, screen
dimensions, input methods and battery life of a mobile device.
The screen size limitation causes the need of fitting the same function-
ality as for desktop on a significantly smaller screen and the same set of
actions in order to present the similar software capabilities. Moreover,
the same functionality has to be equally performed in spite of the wide
variety of mobile device sizes. This problem is further complicated by
the necessity to enlarge interface elements for touch devices in order to
make them comfortable to use by finger.
• Environmental - this category of issues refers to data about surround-
ings collected by sensors, constraints for user (for example, cognitive
or psychological), user’s mobility and goals. Examples of the data
gathered by sensors are such physical environment measurements as
temperature, light conditions, noise, distraction, location etc. More
about information this can be found in Section 3.3.
• Social - this category of issues refers to the usability issues relating to
privacy, acceptance, adoption, comfort and personalization.
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Summing up, the listed above usability limitations of handheld devices have
to be taken into consideration for application interface design. Unquestion-
ably the distinction between mobile devices and desktop computers is influ-
encing design process as technical as the interface wise.
2.2.3 Answering AUI Base Questions for Mobile Ap-
plication Development
In order to evaluate AUI as a technique for mobile application development,
the author of this Thesis will answer the main questions of the adaptive in-
terface design (discussed in Section 2.1.4) from the point of view of mobile
application development. Nevertheless, some of the questions will be omit-
ted, because they must be considered for each application design individually
and can not be generalized.
Who should adapt?
As it was concluded in Section 2.1.4 the only two agents can play the signif-
icant role in the adaptation process: the system and the user. In the case of
adaptive user interface design for a mobile application the adaptation of the
system has to be moved to the system side as much as possible with respect
to the transparency of the adaptation process. In other words, the mobile
application’s tendency is to be pervasive or ubiquitous. Thereby the system
or application has to manage information in the way to reduce complexity
and aiming to the invisibility of the computing system itself [Weiser, 1991].
What to adapt?
Three general classes of adaptation which are suitable for mobile applica-
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tions can be identified [Cena et al., 2006]:
1. Information - includes the adaptation of the application content and
its layout and organization;
2. Visualization - includes the way information is presented;
3. User Interface - includes the adaptation of user interface controls and
interaction between the user and the system.
In this work the term user interface will be referred to all classes of adapta-
tion described above.
What data to use as the base for adaptation?
On handheld devices all available context has to be taken into considera-
tion for adaptation processes. Brusilovsky pointed that the environment has
to be taken into account as well as the user’s characteristics [Brusilovsky,
2001]. In case of mobile based systems this statement is valid especially for
other systems, since mobile devices have a huge variety of sensors, which
can be utilized as environment meters. Moreover, handheld devices are often
found in conditions of diverse surrounding due to their mobility.
What goals should be promoted?
The main goal of the user interface adaptation for mobile applications is
to create a clear, straightforward and convenient user experience [Wesson
et al., 2010]. In addition, the interface has to react to the changing environ-
ment and alleviate mobile device limitations [Hinckley et al., 2000].
Additionally the advantages of addressing the mobile application design to
adaptive techniques was confirmed by several researches [Holzinger et al.,
2012].
Chapter 3
Context-Awareness as Property
of Mobile Devices
This chapter presents context-awareness as one of the properties of mobile
devices and reasons for user interface adaptation. Later in this chapter the
context as a base for adaptation of user interface will be reviewed. Finally,
it depicts sensors as the primary source of context in mobile devices.
3.1 Context-Awareness
Mobile and handheld devices are used in a variety of surrounding situations
due to their mobility. The meters installed in mobile devices allow system to
determine the correlations of the environment in addition to system’s state
at the moment of time. It is possible to determine the current context in
which the device is used. Whereas the AUI’s intention is to provide an
interface adapted according to user’s needs and goals with minimizing user’s
input (as it was discussed in Section 2.1). Thereby the property of mobile
devices of being aware of the context can be used to build adaptive interfaces
having little or no user interference. This idea can be easily taken into
use with current technologies, since the determination of knowledge about
28
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environment and surroundings becomes more approachable.
3.1.1 Context-Awareness: Definition and History
Context-aware systems are commonly used in the wide range of domains
(Subsection 2.1.2) such as user interface adaptation, tour guides, multi-user
systems, targeting advertisement, smart environment. Moreover, such ap-
proach is gaining popularity in research and in the field of applied engineer-
ing year by year [Hong et al., 2009].
The predecessor of the concept of context-aware systems, the ubiquitous com-
puting systems firstly appeared in the Mark Weiser article in 1991 [Weiser,
1991], more than 20 years ago counting from the time of this Thesis was in
the process. The author described it as a computer property, which adapts
its ”behaviour in significant ways without requiring even a hint of artificial
intelligence” based on the surroundings. From this notion the first discussion
about context-aware mobile computing has arisen. Afterwards it was firstly
mentioned by Schilit and Theimer in 1994 [Schilit and Theimer, 1994]. They
summed up the knowledge of the term and gave the first complete definition
of the context-aware computing notion:
”The context-aware computing is the ability of mobile user’s applications to
discover and react to changes in the environment they are situated in.”
Despite references to other types of context in the Schilit’s definition the
researchers and developers were mostly focusing on location-aware systems
at that period of time. Only location contextual information was used as the
source for adaptation and application personalisation. For researchers and
developers this limited the domain of possible context applications. Schmidt
et al. pointed to the problem of the context definition being to narrow in his
work ”There is more to context than location” paper [Schmidt et al., 1999].
The unified definition of context-aware computing was offered by Dey, which
covers a wider range of usage domains for the concept of context-awareness
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in applications [Dey et al., 1999]:
”A system is context aware if it uses context to provide relevant informa-
tion and/or services to the user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task.”
The author gave a more generalized definition of the term, which does not
cover the context based system adaptation. For instance, an application
which just shows the context of user’s environment (such as a weather forecast
at user’s location) will fit this definition of context-aware system, although it
does not react to the context it has collected about the environment. To sum
up, this definition covers the context-aware computing systems, but does not
really suit as the definition of context-aware applications.
3.1.2 Context-Aware Applications
A software build with the property of context-awareness is called a context-
aware application. Schilit et al. define context-aware applications as software
being able to ”adapt [itself] according to its location of use, the collection
of nearby people and objects, as well as changes to those objects over time”
[Schilit et al., 1994]. In other words, context-aware applications can recog-
nize the environment dynamic characteristics and act upon them. Hence
mobile devices can collect context data, process and afterwards make neces-
sary adaptation of the system in order to serve the user in a more efficient
way. The adaptation of the system can involve not only the user interface
flexibility, but also changes in system behavior. Therefore a single application
may look and serve the user differently depending on the collected context:
hardware characteristics, environment, system state, user interaction with
the system, etc.
In addition, the other goal of the context-aware adaptation is to provide the
best user experience of the application with minimal user intervention. In
brief, a context-aware application is aiming to take the maximum possible
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amount of work from user’s side. And as a result, to make the use of de-
vice, technologies and systems more comfortable and easier. ”Context-aware
systems are able to adapt their operations to the current context without ex-
plicit user intervention and thus aim at increasing usability and effectiveness
by taking environmental context into account” [Baldauf et al., 2007].
For instance, if we will take a close look at a navigation application. This
is a context-aware application, which calculates a route and directs the user
to the destination point. The user location as contextual data on the appli-
cations running on a mobile device can be readily retrieved with the global
positioning system (GPS). Hence users are freed from manually pointing
their position on a map or entering an address. So the user is exempted
from the hand-operated work of defining the context. In other words, the
context-aware technology ”takes into account the human world and allows
the computers themselves to vanish into the background” [Weiser, 1991].
Some illustrations of context-aware applications can be found in Subsec-
tion 2.1.2, particularly the Systems Interacted with Environment case. The
applications described and discussed there have an adaptive interface de-
pending on the changes in the environment they are in and interactions with
it. In addition the result of Wai Yip Lum work is a successful example of a
context-aware application. Lum et al. designed a content adaptation system
for hypermedia [Lum and Lau, 2002]. A part of the system-decision engine is
an adaptation based on device capabilities. The context is chosen based on
the battery level, dimensions, Internet connection and other device param-
eters and characteristics. The decision engine provides an optimal version
of the hypermedia content, which is renderable for particular client device
and suitable for its network characteristics. This decision is derived by exe-
cuting an algorithm based on a received from the device context data. This
approach was widely taken into use as a server-side application for web mo-
bile application generation. Currently, newer techniques, such as responsive
design, and increased capabilities of the mobile devices made such idea irrel-
evant.
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3.1.3 AUI for Mobile Devices
As it was discussed in the Section 2.2 mobile devices gained high popularity
nowadays. Despite that fact, there are still many unsolved usability problems
in mobile application interface development. The mobile device limitations
make the interface design for mobile applications even more challenging (see
Section 2.2.2 for more details).
At the same time, mobile devices are possessing the property of context-
awareness, which is originated from the their very property being mobile.
”Context-awareness is especially interesting for mobile devices where the
context of the application is highly dynamic allowing the application to deal
with the constraints of mobile devices in terms of presentation and interac-
tion abilities and communication restrictions” [Hofer and Schwinger, 2003].
In other words, mobile devices or handheld devices have a wide basis for
getting the context due to the variety of sensors or measures, which can be
utilized as environment meters. Hence this feature can make a significant
impact on the application adaptation on mobile devices and make mobile
devices a perfect platform for implementing adaptive techniques. Due to
rapid technology development and mobile devices expansion this approach
becomes extremely interesting.
The context-awareness as benefit of mobile devices can not only solve their
limitation problems, but also can improve the application usability. This
statement can be confirmed not only by the increasing popularity of adapta-
tion techniques on mobile devices [Kane, 2010], but also by numerous of re-
searches. Schneider-Hufschmidt in 1993 year identified that changing the sys-
tem environment or some system features depending on what the user works
at, is the reason for application adaptive behavior [Schneider-Hufschmidt
et al., 1993]. More specifically, the adaptation techniques were mentioned as
a way to enhance the usability of mobile applications in [Al-bar and Wake-
man, 2001], [Billsus et al., 2002] and [Wesson et al., 2010]. The adaptive
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user interfaces have been promoted as a possible solution for such usability
issues as filtering and information overload, automation of task completion
and learning to use complex systems [Ho¨o¨k, 1998].
The primary mobile devices’ limitations are related to input-output capabili-
ties: in most cases there are no habitual input devices, neither hard keyboard
nor mouse, the output area is limited by the small screen size, etc. According
to Schimdt, a set of enhancements in this direction can be applied on mo-
bile devices based on situational context [Schmidt, 2000]. The output data
presentation can be adapted to the current situation. For instance, such
properties as font size, speakers’ volume, brightness of the screen, privacy
settings, etc can be changed according to the surrounding environment.
Moreover, interruptions can be served in a smarter way: the right time for
a notification can be chosen, or it may be skipped completely in case it is
not actual or important any more. For example, there is no need to remind
someone to go to a meeting if he is already there. On the contrary, it might
be appropriate to give a hint about the special meal once the user comes in
to a restaurant, at the same time highlighting the possible preferable choices
based on time of a day, user taste preferences, etc.
The input interface of a mobile application can also be adapted to the current
situation [Schmidt, 2000]. Such features as audio filtering, speech recogni-
tion algorithms, etc. can be applied based on the surroundings. The input
elements of the user interface can be reduced in order to provide options only
appropriate in the current context (e.g. showing a list of available sharing
options based on installed applications, or giving a list of restaurants for se-
lection based on the user location, etc.). In some cases, the context can be
automatically captured, so there would not be any need to input it explicitly.
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3.2 Context is Key
Context-awareness is a property of computing systems to be aware of the con-
text. Hence, the ideology of context-awareness is firmly depended a proper
understanding of the context term. Thereby the context term is the key
to context-awareness and subsequently the base for context-aware applica-
tion adaptation. A deficient definition of the notion of context limits the
advancement of context-aware applications development. For example, as it
was discussed in Subsection 3.1.2, Schmidt has pointed out the limitation
of context definition [Schmidt et al., 1999] in his work ”There is more to
context than location”. Before that work researches were mainly focusing on
location as the only relevant contextual element, but afterwards the variety
and diversity of context-awareness applications have increased.
The knowledge of the context is considered as a source and motive for adap-
tation, so it is highly important to properly define the context notion in the
scope of development of adaptive mobile applications. This context benefi-
cial relation was noted by several researches[Schmidt, 2000], [Ma¨ntyja¨rvi and
Seppa¨nen, 2003].
3.2.1 The Notion of Context
Even though the context term has been studied for many years, there is still
no unified definition of the context as a part of human computer interactions.
Schilit and Theimer firstly mention about term context-aware, in the same
paper the authors defined context as a location, nearby people and objects
identification and its changes [Schilit and Theimer, 1994]. Thereafter context
defined as location and representation of nearby objects ([Brown et al., 1997],
[Schilit et al., 1994]). Most of the early context definitions were synonymous
of the situation or environment in which a computing system is found. These
definitions did not cover many of possible cases and could not serve the grow-
ing needs of application developers. For instance, none of previous definition
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comprised such data as the user’s preferences or interests.
Dey and his colleagues summed up previous attempts of defining context and
proposed a complete definition, which covers most of the possible aspects of
data and implies the definitions given by other authors [Dey et al., 1999]:
”Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation
of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered rele-
vant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user
and applications themselves.”
Additionally, Courtaz defined the context not simply as a state but as a part
of the process [Coutaz et al., 2005]. In other words, the context data has to
be involved in human-computer interactions and be one of the representative
of their result and status. So a system has to behave accordingly not only
in given time and instant, but during the process in which users are involved.
3.2.2 Context Classification
As it was noted in Subsection 3.2.1 the definition of context is highly im-
portant for the context-aware application development. Context provides
a structured and unified view of the world in which the system operates
[Coutaz et al., 2005]. This orderly approach to context ensures a correct
and complete usage of the context data. At the same time the context has
to be categorized. Such systematic manner of context representation will
help to comprehend and operate with it. Dey in his research introduced four
principal categories of context information [Dey et al., 2001]:
• Identity - refers to the ability to assign an identifier to an entity. The
identifier has to be unique in the application’s namespace;
• Location - refers to the co-location, proximity or containment ad-
ditionally to positioning information. All the positions in the space
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related data (orientation, coordinates, name of the building or street,
etc.) can be classified to this category;
• Status (or Activity) - identifies intrinsic characteristics of the entity
that can be sensed. For instance, for a place it can be valued in tem-
perature or noise level or luminosity. For a person, it can represent the
physiological factors or mood or activity a person involved in;
• Time - refers to time component of entity description, helps to char-
acterize the situation. The value can be presented as timestamp, or
time span, indication of period, during which some other contextual
information was detected or relevant;
The provided categorization is a modified context model proposed by Schmidt
in 1999 year [Schmidt et al., 1999].
This information is aimed to characterize the current situation of an entity,
which according to [Dey et al., 2001] can be a person, a place or an object.
All of these entities can be plural: people, places (regions of geographical
space: office, street, address, coordinates, etc.) and things (physical objects
or software components and artifacts) respectively.
According to the classification presented by Dey, the correlation of some con-
textual information with categories was done and performed in the table (see
Table 3.1). This table-based representation of context classification is con-
structed by the author of this Thesis. Here is an example with the following
simulated situation: a student is on a meeting presenting results of his work
in front of the audience.
Only contextual information about three entities has been taken to illustrate
the principle of context categorization: the speaker (person), the auditorium
where the presentation is going (place) and the presentation file (object). For
the person entity in the identity category pointed his identifier (ID) in the
university database; the address of the person’s current site as location; his
status as ”meeting” represents the activity of this person; for the timing, the
timeframe is indicated, since the meeting will last for two hours. A possible
use case of this context data may be automatically setting the user’s status
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Identity Location Status Time
Person 64562299 Aalto Uni-
versity,
Espoo
meeting 10:00-12:00
10.03.2014
Place temperature A2038 21◦ 10:00 10 of
March
Object present.pptp 60.184811,
24.829826
open 139443660000
Table 3.1: The table representation of context categorization. Situation: a
student is on a meeting presenting the results of his work in front of the
audience.
in the internal university system.
Of course this illustration is one of many possible cases of the same situation,
even for the same entities. For the time category a timestamp can be used as
an object, or latitude/longitude as location representation etc. So the format
and performance of the data is not precise.
There is a number of other classifications of context information, but the cat-
egorization suggested by Prekop is considered more advanced and is used in
the bounds of this paper [Prekop and Burnett, 2003]. The author suggested
to categorize contextual data into two classes by the origin: external and
internal. The external context dimensions retrieved from the surrounding
environment and by using hardware sensors; on the other hand, the internal
context dimensions are mostly specified by the user or can be gained by an-
alyzing user’s interactions with the software, i.e. user goals, tasks, business
process, etc.
3.2.3 Adaptation to Context Cycle Process
The interface adaptation based on the available contextual information is
structured as five steps process: system detection, system identification, sys-
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tem selection, system transition, system execution. This breakdown of the
adaptation process into five steps was proposed by Hanumansetty [Hanu-
mansetty, 2004]:
• System Detection - Detection of the conditions for adaptation with
references to available context;
• System Identification - Identification of the user interfaces appro-
priate to the detected context;
• System Selection - Selection of the user interface, which relies on a
problem solving strategy. User assistance is accepted in this step;
• System Transition - Transition from the current user interface to the
newly selected one;
• System Execution - Execution or performance of the selected user
interface until next conditions of adaptation are met.
The five steps of adaptation process can be performed solely by the system,
solely by the user or as a result of interactions between the user and the
system.
3.2.4 Context-Aware Cycle Process
At the same time the data measured by sensors is processed in a context-
aware application through three steps cycle. This context-aware circle has
been proposed by Schilit [Schilit, 1995]:
• Discovery - Learning about available resources and their characteris-
tics;
The software has to define the available context, identify its character-
istics and capabilities. All the correlations in computing the context, as
well as new emerged resources are detected and processed accordingly
by the system.
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• Selection - Determination which resources to use;
The system analyses available resources and finds out which of them
can be used. The decision is concluded according to the software tasks
and possible goals of a user.
• Use - Engaging resources in the software flow;
Employing the selected resources might be done without involving the
software.
A collection of the contextual information has to be well-defined for all the
described above steps. The context is a representation of the surrounding
state and system characteristics.
3.2.5 Implicit HCI in Context-Aware Application
Before processing contextual information, it has to be collected. The con-
text can be gained implicitly or explicitly. In an implicit Human Computer
Interaction (HCI) the context information is determined by monitoring the
user-computer activity, on the contrary, to the traditional way of providing
context data by the user explicitly.
The automatically collected contextual data reduces the explicit human-
computer interaction, the interactions in which the activity of computer ma-
nipulated by the user (e.g. by using a command-line, direct manipulation
using a Graphical User Interface (GUI), gestures, or speech input). Thereby,
the ability to retrieve data automatically without the user’s intention shifts
the human-computer interactions from explicit towards to implicit [Schmidt,
2000]. The awareness of context, a property of mobile devices, provides
the main component for implicit acquiring of context. Such implicit com-
munications between the computer and the user make the application more
attentive, serving the user’s needs in a better way. In contrast to the explicit
type of interaction, the implicit HCI endorse the idea of invisible, ubiquitous
computing discussed in Section 3.1. Nevertheless, it is not an alternative
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to the traditional user-operated definition of context, it just has a different
area of application [Schmidt, 2013]. For instance, user location detection can
be defined by the user manually or determined by the system or application
automatically. The model on Figure 3.1 illustrates the explicit and implicit
human-computer interactions
There are several ways to obtain contextual information implicitly. The list
Figure 3.1: Explicit and implicit interactions scheme [Schmidt, 2013]
presented by Schmidt in his work [Schmidt, 2000] was taken as the basis and
extended by some other cases and examples, which were missed from the list
by the opinion of author of the Thesis:
• device-databases (e.g. calendar, TODO-lists, contact book, profile, spe-
cific knowledge of the installed on the devices applications, operation
system installed on the device, devices resources, etc.);
• input to the application running (notepad - taking notes, calendar -
looking up a date, etc.);
• sensing context using sensors (accelerometer, thermometer, proximity
sensors, Bluetooth, GPS, etc.);
• active environments (IR-networks, etc.);
• databases located in the Internet [Ma¨ntyja¨rvi and Seppa¨nen, 2003];
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The contextual data collected by a device in a certain period of time might
be used for the adaptation on mobile devices. Therefore the obvious advan-
tages of the implicit way of context determination, the balance between these
two ways should be kept. Otherwise, user can be confused by the results of
adaptation. The user must be aware of it and follow the logic, or it might
bring lack of user’s control.
The main source of the implicitly collected data on mobile devices is sensors.
In the following section, the sensor term will be considered closer and the
interrelation between sensing elements and context-aware system.
3.3 Sensors as Source of Context
The implicit way for obtaining of context information includes sensing the
surrounding environment, system state, observation the interactions between
system and user, etc. These actions can be represented via various sensors
installed on a mobile devices [Ma¨ntyja¨rvi and Seppa¨nen, 2003]. The data
collected by sensors provide knowledge about an illumination, temperature,
noise level, device movements, etc. Afterwards, the row sensors data process-
ing by the system and transferred into the comprehensible for future usage
form (for instance, as the model presented in Subsection 3.2.2).
There is a summary of raw data and user input handling in Figure 3.2,
which performs the vision of the adaptation to context cycle process (see
Subsection 3.2.3) in adaptive systems by the author of Thesis. In most of
the cases the term ’sensor’ implies an instrument, which is aimed to mea-
sure and convert a physical phenomenon into an electrical signal (notion of
sensor given by Wilson [Wilson, 2004]). Such definition does not cover all
the contextual data sources available on mobile devices. So in the scope of
the context-awareness concept, an abstraction of sensor is used for a more
general characterization. The classification of sensors offered by Indulska in
[Indulska and Sutton, 2003] will help to understand the notion of sensor as
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Figure 3.2: Data handling in context-aware application
a source of the context in context-aware systems. The author has presented
the classification for the determination of location data, but it can be applied
to any type of contextual information:
• physical sensors;
• virtual sensors;
• logical sensors;
The listed categories of sensors are reviewed more deeply below with exam-
ples and explanations.
Physical Sensors
This category of sensors refers to real devices which can capture physical
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measurements. Physical sensors represent a part of the interface between the
physical world and the electrical devices (computers, mobile devices, etc.).
Due to the obvious benefits of physical sensors such as low-cost, small size,
they are a part of most of the handheld hardware packages. A brief overview
below lists some sensors with reference to mobile devices (based on [Schmidt
and Laerhoven, 2001]).
Light Sensor : Single optical sensors (photodiode) supply information on the
light intensity.
Camera: Using cameras, a wide range of information can be collected (e.g.
prevalent colors, motion). By involving, additional algorithms additional
data can be gained, for instance, such as color histogram, recognition of
shapes and objects, faces and motion tracking.
Audio, Microphones : Microphones can provide not just voice input, but such
data as noise level, type of input (noisy, music, speaking), and base frequency.
Accelerometer : Contexts like orientation or movement of the device can be
defined by an accelerometer’s data. For instance, such situation as having
device stationary on a table, or the driving in a car, can be detected.
Location: Such sensors can determine position, location, collocation, and
proximity of other users or devices. For outdoor position detection the Global
Positioning System (GPS) is mostly used. The cellular network infrastruc-
tures such as the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) can
provide location data as well. The indoor location sensors are typically em-
bedded in the environment, as in the Active Badge system, [Want et al.,
1992] or NFC.
Temperature: This sensor measures the temperature.
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Touch: This type of sensors is a hardware characteristic of smart phones,
tablet, or other handheld devices having display screens with touch input.
This is not a complete list of physical sensors, moreover with future hardware
development it can be extended by other types of sensors.
Virtual Sensors
The source of data, collected by virtual sensors, has its origin in applica-
tion data rather than physical devices and infrastructure. This category of
sensors retrieves information by monitoring application data, operating sys-
tem or network events: calendar, TODO lists, contact book, etc.
There is another meaning of the virtual sensors term, which means software
abstraction or approximation of physical sensors, however in the scope of
this work the definition given in [Indulska and Sutton, 2003] is used. The
following situation will illustrate the approach utilizing virtual sensors: a
user has scheduled an event in his calendar to a particular date and time.
So the system can assume that at the specified time the user will be at the
place associated with the event. Such algorithm determines possible user’s
location without practical measurements by physical sensors. In addition,
the user’s current activity can be recognized as being on an event, so this
data might affect on switching device to the silent mode. The Google Now
application can also illustrate utilization of virtual sensors (see Section 2.1.2)
Logical Sensors
Logical sensors gain context data by analyzing data from several sensors:
physical or virtual or their combination. This process might involve compu-
tation, artificial intelligence or other type of logic, in order to retrieve the
actual data.
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The following situation can demonstrate a use case of logical sensors: user has
scheduled several meetings to the same time. Moreover, the premises, where
the meetings will be held, are at sufficient distances from each other. The
available physical sensor can allocate user only with low proximity: hundreds
of meters (e.g. mobile phone cells). None of these sensors can independently
give accurate information about user’s location. But the combination of data
from physical sensor with the list of meeting locations from the a virtual sen-
sor can give more exact information about user’s whereabouts.
Chapter 4
Standardized Approaches to AUI
Design
The previous chapters (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) reviewed the key def-
initions of the Thesis with explanations of their interactions and roles in
adaptivity processes. As it was shown, the idea of user interface adaptivity
is powerful concept for user interfaces design. It especially benefits on mobile
devices due to the property of context-awareness and especially suitable for
them in assisting with overcoming mobile device limitations. However, as
it was discussed in Subsection 2.1.3 some of user-oriented interface adaptiv-
ity implementations are not as successful as it is assumed on the designing
stage. Straightforward adaptivity is not always the beneficial solution. This
fact suggest the idea of guidelines or patterns creation potentially useful. A
guideline may lead to standardizing the approach of AUI design and will
help to avoid hidden pitfalls of the process. Despite of a major progress in
the AUI research, there is still no methodology for determination when and
how UI adaptivity should be implemented [Lavie and Meyer, 2010] as well
as there is a lack of standardized approaches.
In this chapters the potential of the guidelines and patterns for adaptive user
interface creation will be discussed more widely with review of the work re-
lated in AUI guidelines design.
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4.1 Defining Key Concepts
Guideline
User Interface Guidelines are a set of documentation which presents rec-
ommendations for application interface development. Guidelines help to
establish rules for coordinating individual developers and designers. Such
approach facilitates the application development process by defining detailed
requirements which eliminates reinventing them over and over again indi-
vidually. In mobile application development, a guideline is applied to all
embodiments and provides consistency across all products. This creates a
portable branding experience and recognition appearance for mobile appli-
cations.
Guideline recommendations or rules in user interface application develop-
ment aim to assist in several situations (based on [Smith and Mosier, 1986]
and [Kotze´ et al., 2006])1:
• for software developers as a starting point for development and a base of
expert knowledge (Example: Android Developer Guide [AND, 2014]).
The guideline documentation lists rules for desirable qualities of the
internal structure and behavior of software, etc.;
• for user experience designers, The guideline can regulate the following
aspects of application development: usability, behaviors, policies of
human computer interactions, interface components, etc.;
• for user interface designers as a guide of look and feel and visual style of
the potential application (Example: iOS Human Interface Guidelines
[IOS, 2014]). The guideline may include set of restrictions, which the
designer should follow to keep manufacture specific user interface style;
1The cases extended with examples of mobile application development area
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• for managers, responsible for user interface software design, as a reason
for more efficient design process planning.
The guideline may contain expertise of different approaches with different
software/OS versions, device dimensions, use cases, etc., which are operable
and actual for particular operation system, browser, service or technology.
Design Patterns
A Design Pattern is a general reusable solution to a particular problem
within the scope of a given context (see Subsection 3.2.1 for context defini-
tion) [Bushmann et al., 1996]. A pattern usually have a form of description
or template of a task solution, which can be used to solve recurring prob-
lem in several different situations. The following rule from the Firefox OS
design guideline gives an example of UI design pattern: ”Search areas are
background sensitive and have been designed for implementation with both
light and dark apps. They are placed just below the header.” [Fir, 2014].
The visual component of search area pattern is presented on Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Visual component of the search area pattern for Mozilla OS2.
Design patterns in guidelines development are distinguished by the following
purposes [Hong et al., 2009]:
2The image is taken from Mozilla website [Fir, 2014]
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• to help designers address high-level and low-level problems by indicat-
ing the hierarchical structure between design patterns;
• to capture the essence of recurring problems and their solutions in a
compact form;
• to have many examples of actual designs, alternatives to apply the
solution, and some of the trade-offs in applying the solution.
Whereas guidelines have been identified as a standardized approach for shar-
ing design knowledge, patterns record the meta-information surrounding the
simple imperative instruction generally found in guidelines [Griffiths and
Pemberton, 2005]. Numerous researchers pointed out the importance of
pattern-based design as a way of sharing solutions to context-aware com-
puting design problems ([Chung et al., 2004], [Landay and Borriello, 2003]).
Since the context-aware computing is on the nascent stages, development of
pattern is the most promising approach at the moment ([Chung et al., 2004]).
In the bound of this paper a pattern for each guideline rule is presented as
a proof of applicability of a guideline principle. The figure 4.2 presents the
dependency the ultimate result of the guidelines design based on a system
existing problem. The higher level in the pyramid the more narrow case it is
applicable to, but more variations of such design element there can exist. For
example, several recommendations can be defined for the same AUI design
issue, based on a guideline rule a list of patterns can be designed, each of
which can be a base for creating a component.
In this Thesis the author introduces a guideline rule for each issue from a
set of discussed in this section limitations of the AUI design for mobile ap-
plications. By following the recommendation of a guideline, a pattern for
particular case is created and possibly a component as a visual solution for
the user interface problem.
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Figure 4.2: Scheme of the user interface design elements dependency
4.2 Related Work
In order to reduce the complexity of context-awareness support multiple
frameworks ([Motti and Vanderdonckt, 2013], [Biegel and Cahill, 2004]),
toolkits ([Dey et al., 2001]) and middleware ([David et al., 2011]) have been
proposed. Most of existing approaches have adopted an infrastructure-centered
view, presenting the ways for gathering, managing and distributing contex-
tual information [Henricksen and Indulska, 2004]. A deeper analysis of the
topic shows that, despite understanding the concept of context-awareness
and handling the context in such systems, context-aware adaptation is result
of an ad-hoc practice [Rossi et al., 2005]. So the engineering aspect still lacks
of context-aware adaptation research.
On top of that, a majority of presented solutions tend to have distinguishing
features or offers theoretical base and do not presume reusable mechanisms
nor offer a standardized approach like guidelines or patterns. Despite a no-
table interest in the topic of user interface adaptation on mobile applications,
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there is quite limited amount of guidelines or collection of patterns for cre-
ation of adaptive systems. Although, there are numerous publications and
researches related to guidelines, context data management, and algorithm
to develop context-aware application and systems [Hong et al., 2009]. But
most of these works concentrate on some generic, superficial solutions, which
do not consider mobile devices specifics ([Julien et al., 2004], [Anhalt et al.,
2001], [Hong and Landay, 2001]), or in the opposite, focused on relatively
narrow cases ([Avrahami et al., 2007], [Bolchini et al., 2007], [Casas and Cuar-
tielles, 2007]). Research among context-awareness has so far been very much
concentrating on system level architectures, context-recognition, or demon-
strating application concepts [Ma¨ntyja¨rvi, 2003].
Nevertheless, there were several attempts to produce guidelines and patterns
for creation of context-aware application. Designing of patterns and guide-
lines by researches is quite independent and not always passes validation of
the efficiency of the proposed solutions.
The rest section reviews existing guidelines and patterns for mobile appli-
cations design, concentrating on the ones, which are suitable for adaptive
interfaces design.
Existing Guidelines
Currently, the field of guidelines for adaptive interfaces based on context-
awareness is not well investigated. In the research on context-aware com-
puting there are different design concerns, observed over the years by the
researchers. The solutions to each of them can be considered as a guideline.
The widgets presented in [Salber et al., 1999] can be examined as an abstrac-
tion of a guideline rule. So the solution of a problem presented as a widget
in this paper can be represented in a way close to a guideline recommen-
dation. For instance, the idea of distinguishing sensors from the rest of the
software by inserting middleware or framework, can be re-written as partic-
ular reusable rule. Similarly, such abstract ideas can be discovered in other
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works related to context-aware computing and be rephrased in the form of
guideline rules. Nevertheless, only few research publications can be identified
as not individual recommendation for a particular problem, but guidelines.
This part of the Thesis presents the discovered guidelines for the adaptive
user interface design.
Gong et al. presented guidelines for handheld mobile device interface design
[Gong and Tarasewich, 2004]. The designed guidelines are modification of
the traditional guidelines for desktop user interfaces for mobile devices, intro-
duced by Shneiderman [Shneiderman, 1992]. In addition, the author extend
the fundamental recommendations transformed for mobile devices by addi-
tional guidelines for mobile interface design. The handheld devices specifics
are taken into consideration with complementary rules in order to solve some
of the device limitations, such as ”Design for Small Devices” and ”Design for
Limited and Split Attention” rules. Moreover, the authors appreciated the
handheld devices specifics, such as mobility and context-awareness, as well
as included up some context-based adaptation guidance. In spite of the work
of guideline creation the authors omitted an evaluation of the proposed rules.
This shifts the results of their work to theory.
The guidelines offered by Ha¨kkila¨ and Ma¨ntyja¨rvi pay significant attention
to creations of rules for the human-computer interactions and usability is-
sues [Ha¨kkila¨ and Ma¨ntyja¨rvi, 2006]. The designed guidelines do not present
solutions for the handheld devices limitations and do not use the full capabil-
ity of the device properties. A strong point of the presented by the authors’
recommendations is the evaluation. The main objective of the validation was
identification of usefulness of the proposed recommendations. The presented
guidelines were evaluated with two separate design assignments, which were
carried out in different circumstances. This approach increases the validity
of the validation according to the authors’ opinion.
The research showed that guidelines in general are useful, in spite of that
some of the rules were intuitively used by the participants without references
to the guideline and some were found very controversial and difficult for un-
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derstanding and applying in practice. The guidelines were updated in the
successively published paper [Dey and Ha¨kkila¨, 2008] taking into account all
deficiencies by the test group.
In the opinion of the author of this Thesis the presented guidelines are quite
limited and mostly concentrated on the usability issues, not the mobile de-
vices specifics. In addition, some of the rules are repetitive and superficial.
Nevertheless, the author of this Thesis takes the result of these research as
a reference for creation of own guidelines, especially the most valuable is the
feedback of the test groups. This decision is based on the uniqueness of the
result of this research and it can be called the first and the only attempt
of guidelines creation for context-aware mobile applications. This statement
was also claimed by the authors [Ha¨kkila¨ and Ma¨ntyja¨rvi, 2006], but the in
the opinion of the author of this Thesis, [Gong and Tarasewich, 2004] already
contains some rules for context handling (For instance: ”Design for multiple
and dynamic contexts” rules). In other words, these two papers are consid-
ered as fundamental in terms of guidelines for adaptive interfaces for mobile
device creation. In the bounds of this paper, these papers were taken as a
blueprint of AUI guidelines for mobile application design.
Existing Patterns
Design patterns were identified as a potentially benefiting solution for ubiq-
uitous computing (or context-aware computing) ([Chung et al., 2004], [Riva
et al., 2006]). There were variety of attempts to create user interface patterns
for mobile applications, even UI pattern libraries (e.g. Android Patterns [pat,
2014]). The majority of created patterns are oriented on the GUI perfection
rather than on the functional part of the task. There are also solutions, which
are aimed to solve the limitation of the mobile devices [Nilsson, 2009] or to
resolve particular issues [Pearson and Shen, 2010] or particular task-oriented
(For instance, patterns for building adaptive spoken dialogue systems [Joki-
nen and Rissanen, 2002]).
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The quantity of the patterns, which serve user interface adaptivity interests
or can take into account the context-awareness property of the mobile de-
vices is quite small. Moreover, few are widely known and are included into
specifications or guidelines. This part of the Thesis includes a result of in-
vestigations in the pattern design of context based adaptive user interfaces
field.
There were numerous attempts to present the design experience in context-
aware and mobile computing in a form of patterns. For example, Landay
and Borriello performed different strategies for using ubiquitous computing
in pattern form [Landay and Borriello, 2003]; Roth retrieved successful expe-
rience from mobile applications and presented in mobility patterns in [Roth,
2002].
The ideas presented in [Landay and Borriello, 2003] were extended beyond
in [Chung et al., 2004], which produced a wide collection of patterns for
context-aware computing. The final set of patterns was composed after sev-
eral rounds of sorting based on the effectiveness evaluation, feedback and
other criteria. The designed patterns cover the main issues of context-aware
application development, such as interaction techniques with sensors and de-
vices, policies and mechanisms for managing end-user privacy, ways to merge
physical objects and spaces with virtual. Unfortunately, there is no possi-
bility to investigate and decompose the whole pattern collection due to the
fact of the unavailability of the online resource indicated in the paper. Nev-
ertheless, if may be noted that the listed in the article patterns have quite
narrow application and aimed to solve specific context-aware computing tasks
(For instance, ”Enabling Mobile Commerce”, ”Find a Friend” [Chung et al.,
2004]). This restricts the re-usage of the result of work due to limited cover
of the context-aware problems. In other words, it can be characterized as a
collection of the solutions for particular tasks and problems in context-aware
system design, but not as standardized solution. Even so, the patterns re-
ceived positive feedback and evaluation from test groups.
There were attempts to create patterns based on previous experience in the
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context aware adaptation field. Rossi et al. analyzed existing applications
and on this base presented patterns for context-aware adaptation [Rossi et al.,
2005]. The obtained patterns constitute a set of recommendations for the sys-
tem adaptation based on the different cases: ”typified context” (for instance,
adaptation based on type of device); ”active context element” (for instance,
adaptation based on current location); ”rule-based adaptation” (for instance,
adaptation based on time intervals); ”context wrapper” (for instance, adapta-
tion based on context of use or user role). Another example of such approach
of patterns creation is [Riva et al., 2006]. The authors provided a set of so-
lutions for infrastructural issues to support context-awareness. The results
of both works discussed above, were not evaluated nor tested, so they carry
more theoretical knowledge of context-aware adaptation implementation on
the designing stage. Concluding, the presented patterns have more heuristic
approach to application structure design rather than concrete solutions and
actions.
This section reviewed guidelines and patterns, which are the most relevant
for the topic of the Thesis. The research and investigations in the filed of
context based interface adaptation for mobile applications showed the defi-
ciency of existing solutions. As it was pointed, only a few of the presented
guidelines and pattern collections can be applicable on a generic level of the
context adaptive system design and used as standardized recommendation or
reusable templates. Whereas, the goal of this Thesis to create a standardized
recommendation for designing context-aware applications with respect to the
high-level issues.
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4.3 Challenges of Context Adaptive Systems
Development
In spite the obvious advantages of context adaptive application implementa-
tion on mobile devices, there are numerous of technical challenges that intri-
cate design of such systems from a hardware and a software point of view.
There are several origins of the impacts, which affect on the context adap-
tive mobile applications design: complexity of the adaptive systems design
and context-awareness related issues. Adaptivity brings the issues with cor-
rectness, well-timed, transparent flexibility of interfaces and services. With
context-awareness, the job of the user interface design becomes even more
complex due to multiple situations and context [Schmidt, 2013]. Moreover,
device mobility and device limitations has to be taken into account as a fac-
tor that affects the user interface design for mobile applications.
This section outlines the challenges that must be overcame before a context
adaptive mobile application can be built. For each issue the origin domain
is pointed: context-awareness or interface adaptivity or both.
1. Sensor Engaging Issues (Context-awareness)
The process of gathering data from available sensors has to cover all
available types of sensors (see Section 3.3 as type of sensors reference).
This case includes such issues as integration of heterogeneous sensors
[Riva et al., 2006], engagement of external sensing elements [Hong and
Landay, 2001], awareness of the context variation, choice of the sensors
to be used [Santos and Cardoso, 2010], etc.;
2. Sensing Conflicts (Context-awareness) [Hong et al., 2009]
The results from different physical data sources might not match. For
instance, if the coordinates of GPS and spotting of a camera are varied,
then sensing conflict is generated;
3. Context Handling Issues (Context-awareness) [Hong and Landay,
2001]
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This challenge is considerable and includes all the actions on the path
from obtaining raw data from sensors to the context usage:
(a) proceeding and representing raw sensors data as contextual infor-
mation (For instance, definition of the context processing compo-
nents issue [Riva et al., 2006], management of context hierarchy
[Santos and Cardoso, 2010]);
(b) context data usage (check Subsection 3.2.4), separation between
application logic and context-inference code [Santos and Cardoso,
2010]);
In addition, this issue includes the necessity to handle situation when
context data is not available at all. Such a case might appear due
to privacy preferences of a user (a person does not want to share cer-
tain private information), or due to unavailable Internet connection or
sensing elements, or limitation of an access rights, etc.;
4. Privacy Issue (Context-awareness, Interface adaptivity)
This issue is closely linked to the previous one as part of the context
handling process and equivalently relevant for context-awareness and
interfaces adaptivity. The system has to protect the collected data ac-
cording to the user’s privacy settings and preferences. Such contextual
information as activity or current location have to be published with
accuracy and respect to the user’s privacy politics [Bobek et al., 2013];
5. Defining Roles (Context-awareness, Interface adaptivity)
The roles have to be defined for both processes:
(a) adaptivity [Dieterich et al., 1993] - what agent of HCI process
has to take a main role in the adaptation process (see also Sub-
section 2.1.4)
(b) context-awareness [Hong and Landay, 2001] - what part of the
system: devices or infrastructures or user, should generate the
data obtaining: the right balance of responsibilities between key
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elements of the system has to be found;
6. Device Related Issues
Mobile device interface design is more restrictive than desktop interface
design due to the following factors:
(a) hardware specifics - relatively limited computing and communica-
tion power, smaller platform sizes [Pauty et al., 2006] (see Subsec-
tion 2.2.2 for complete list of mobile device limitations), unstable
and dynamic network and accessibility to sensors [Bellavista and
Corradi, 2012], variety of mobile devices (This includes the abun-
dance of OS, screen dimensions, etc.);
(b) user specifics - smaller amount of user attention [Gorlenko and
Merrick, 2003], time as more critical factor for a mobile device
user this have to affect of system time responsiveness [Poupyrev
et al., 2002];
(c) usage environment specifics - always-changing context due to mo-
bility, so no delays are admissible in processing contextual data
[Bobek et al., 2013], huge variety of contextual information [Bellav-
ista and Corradi, 2012];
7. Interface Adaptivity Issues
This challenge includes the issues determined by the interface and sys-
tem flexibility. The uncontrolled adaptivity can affect on user’s satis-
faction by the application due to the following concerns:
(a) transparency of adaptive behavior - a user has to understand the
idea behind the changes and follow the logic of the adaptations;
(b) predictability of adaptive behavior - the system competence can
be estimated incorrectly by the user, so user can rely on system too
much or presume adaptation results as incorrect or unexpected;
The discovered challenges of such combination as context-awareness, adaptiv-
ity and mobile devices properties are the main direction for designing guide-
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lines for context adaptive interface development for mobile applications.
The next chapter attempts to create guideline rules for designing adaptive
user interfaces for mobile applications. As a proof-of-idea an associated with
each guideline rule design pattern is presented.
Chapter 5
Guidelines and Patterns
As it was discussed in the section ”Challenges of Context Adaptive Systems
Development” (check Section 4.3 for the reference), development of adaptive
interfaces based on context-awareness property of mobile devices contains a
set of risks. At the same time development of an adaptive system can benefit
from the specifics of mobile devices, such as mobility or context-awareness.
In order to provide this value to end users and avoid negative design experi-
ence the guidelines must be created.
This chapter includes the result of investigations, literature research, analy-
sis of existing solutions and author’s own experience in mobile applications
design and development including adaptive techniques. The outcome is pre-
sented in the format of guidelines rules and associated with each of them
one or multiple patterns. The patterns presented for each guideline rule are
projections of a particular problem.
The proposed guidelines are oriented to the developers and designers with
some knowledge of application development. Moreover, the recommendations
are formulated with references to the possibility of the developers being un-
familiar with the context-awareness concept.
The template for guidelines and patterns representation is a modified ver-
sion of the format used in [Rossi et al., 2005] for patterns presentation. The
template contains:
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1. problem section with the formulation of problem with a possible refer-
ence to a challenge from Section 4.3;
2. solution section presents the actual recommendation or guideline rule
for outlined problem;
3. applicability section indicates a possible usage of the recommendation
in a form of pattern with details in what kind of situation this pattern
might be applied (for instance, context, available resources, etc.).
For all the presented guideline rules the same application functionality will
be used: location detection. Nevertheless, the conditions and an application
design specifications will vary, this will be reflected on the designed patterns.
The presented patterns (Pattern section) are a result of applying guideline
recommendation to the location detection functionality in some determined
conditions (Application specification section). Finally, the Known Uses sec-
tion will list some examples of the pattern usage from industry or research
papers. Some of the sections might be omitted due to obviousness or inabil-
ity to present any information. The order of guidelines is free and does not
reflect their priority or any other meaning behind.
5.1 Define data format and protocols
Problem: Context handling issues, see details in section 4.3.
Solution: There is a need to make a distinction between the sensor data
and the context data. The raw sensors data is not always convenient for
direct usage by an application. A middle layer or logical sensor intercala-
tion handles this task with strict designation of data formats and interaction
protocols between sensors and application logic. Additional purpose of such
software architectural solution is handling a situation when data or sensing
element is not available. An example of managing context information on
mobile device with proposed format sample can be found in [Korpipaa et al.,
2003]. Another simpler example was presented in this work in Table 3.1.
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In addition, such attributes as precision, granularity, and accuracy affect
how it is interpreted as a higher-level context data [Hong and Landay, 2001].
A variation in a set of repeated measurements is handled by precision, the
smallest unit that can be measured - by granularity, the difference between
the calculated value and the actual real-world value - by accuracy.
5.2 Use all sensors
Problem: The current mobile devices are equipped with numerous the
physical sensors, in addition to virtual sensors (Section 3.3). It could happen
with high probability that a set of sensors can provide ambivalent results on
the same time frame. Such sensors conflicts might create a spurious reality
performance and as a result to lead to an incorrect application behavior.
Solution: Do not neglect by any of measurements, none of the sensors
has to be passed as a source of contextual information. In order to resolve
this task, more complex and wide approach has to be considered. In other
words, an intermediate logical sensor layer has to be implemented on top
of the sensor layer. The author of this Thesis proposes to use a table as
representation of different sensors characteristics, which have to be taken
into consideration for decision making (see the Section 5.1 for more details).
This table should include for example such meanings as trust, weight and
sensor time reaction and so on. A sample of such table visualization can
be found in Table 6.2. Depending on the situation or application subject,
sensor weight or importance is defined and the table is updated with a new
value. In most of the cases, table filling has to be done manually on the
development phase with respect to privacy, device resources, source of the
context, goal. etc. For instance, an explicitly gained context might have a
higher priority than implicitly depending on the application purposes due to
the user’s privacy preferences or aspiration. The rest of the table is filled in
the same way. So, this process has to take into consideration all the data
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and data characteristics for choosing which data and when it can be used
for interface adaptation based on the task or goal. To conclude, none of
contextual data sources have to be skipped, but its usage should be done
according to the task or application’s goal with respect to privacy policy and
device resources.
Applicability (case 1): Application specification: According to the
application specific the most accurate user’s position is required.
The user’s device can be located using various techniques (sensors) each of
them has pros and cons of usage:
• WiFi;
• GPS;
• Network;
• manually indicating location (For instance, by using a map or social
services);
• last detected and saved location;
Each of the listed context sources (or sensors) has a different time of reaction,
detection accuracy, dependence of the environment.
Pattern: By applying the guideline rule to the specified condition, the sensor
with the higher accuracy (in this case, last data from the GPS), according to
the table meanings, has to be taken as a source for user’s location contextual
data.
Applicability (case 2): Application specification: The application
switches a profile based on two possible user’s location: home and work
(other locations are out of application interests).
Pattern: The detection of the location is done predominantly based on avail-
ability and strength of WiFi networks. In this case the wireless detection
sensor will have a higher weight in the table than a GPS detector in the
bounds of particular application.
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5.3 Privacy
Privacy aspect was indicated as quite important component of the context-
aware computing due to the mobility and device interactions with the envi-
ronment/surrounding devices ([Schneider-Hufschmidt et al., 1993], [Baldauf
et al., 2007]). Nevertheless, in this paper the privacy aspect will be omitted
since this topic has been discussed in many other researches. The privacy
regulations were included in most of the guidelines ([Dey and Ha¨kkila¨, 2008],
[Ha¨kkila¨ and Ma¨ntyja¨rvi, 2006]) and most of the patterns collection include
wide range of the privacy related patterns ([Chung et al., 2004], [Pearson
and Shen, 2010]). So by the opinion of the author of the Thesis these works
include quite complete guidance for privacy achievement in context-aware
applications design.
Applicability: Application specification: User prefers to keep his loca-
tion private.
Pattern: In the specified condition the user’s state has to be hidden for the
rest of the world or according to his privacy settings. And for example the
interface, presented for other users, has to be adapted accordingly: the user’s
position should be hidden on a map or his activity has to be excluded from
the news feed.
5.4 Transparency of Adaptation
Problem: One of the main goals of the adaptive behavior on mobile de-
vices is to adjust the user interface and system behavior with little or no user
interference (see Section 3.1 for more details). But such tendency can cause
Interface Adaptivity Issues (see Section 4.3).
Solution: AUI has to be clear and understandable for the end user even
through his involvement in the process is marginal. The self-acting variation
of the user interface followed by context changes should not be discrete, but
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rather smooth and transparent. On top of that, the adaptation of UI and
system as a reaction to explicit HCI have to be predictable and intelligible.
In other words, the user has to understand what the current system status is
and what is going to happen after he takes an action at every step of interac-
tion with the system. But the level of transparency should not transcend the
HCI bounds, there is no need to keep visibility of all the adaptation changes.
In case if there is an uncertainty of possible changes being transparent, or
there are significant changes of functionality, the user interface has to indi-
cate the completed changes by visual, text or color notice.
Such transparent behavior of the adaptive user interface increases the user’s
satisfaction [Gajos et al., 2008]. An unclear and confusing application be-
havior can confuse the users and turn away from using the application. The
more predictive is adaptation mechanism the more effective is the user in-
terface adaptation [Tsandilas and Schraefel, 2005]. The user interface has
also indicate a user about the possibly faulty or undefined contextual infor-
mation. A similar idea (GL9 - ”Visibility of system status”) was explicated
in the guidelines for context-aware mobile applications design presented in
[Ha¨kkila¨ and Ma¨ntyja¨rvi, 2006] and was indicated as the most useful by the
development groups.
Applicability (case 1): Application specification: An application uses
location contextual data as a cause for adaptation.
Pattern: The detected location or location which is used for adaptation pro-
cess, as well as the processing of this data, has to be indicated in the user
interface (For instance, showing a ”locating” status during automatic user’s
position determination or ”location is unavailable” in case the position can
not be defined). But at the same time if the source of the location contextual
data is not so significant then it can be omitted in order to avoid overloading
the user with redundant information.
Applicability (case 2): Application specification: The principal ap-
plication functionality is not available due to some reason (for instance, due
to privacy or device physical limitation).
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Pattern: The adaptation of the user interface should not hide the principal
functionality elements in case the functionality is not available. It should
rather indicate the functionality inability by color, which indicates disabling
of the UI element (see Figure 5.1). If there is a possibility that the reason of
why it is disabled is unclean then some kind of hint has to be provided.
Figure 5.1: A dialer button examples: (A) - Idle, (B) - press, (C) - disabled2.
Known Cases: An example a weather forecast application presented
on Figure 5.2. The application indicates the automatically detected user’s
location for which the content is shown.
5.5 Level of Adaptation
Problem: The adaptivity serves in creation of clear and convenient user
interface, which meets user’s needs. One possible way to achieve that is an
aspiration of the context adaptive application to decrease user’s involvement
in the adaptation process by taking all the work away from the user entails
the Interface Adaptivity Issues (see Section 4.3). The original problem for
2The image is taken from Mozilla website [Fir, 2014]
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Figure 5.2: Screenshot of an iPhone weather forecast application.
this recommendation is same as for Section 5.4: uncontrolled or incompre-
hensible interface adaptivity can affect on user’s satisfaction negatively.
Solution: The level of adaptation has to be balanced between: adaptive
and adaptable system, between explicitly and implicitly gained contextual
information. Nevertheless, the adaptation of user interface of context-aware
systems has to aim to maximize automation for the user comfort and possi-
bility to avoid meeting the device input limitations, such as non-availability
of a full value hardware keyboard. Moreover, the higher level of automatic
adaptation is more efficient for complex tasks and systems, for routine tasks
and for repetitive tasks for reducing number of operations needed to perform
in regular or recurring situations (for examples, the same context, condi-
tions), which already involved the user’s intervention.
Nevertheless, the application has to have a possibility to change results of
the adaptation as well as automatically detected context. Extending the ap-
plication with such functionality will help to maintain user’s control over the
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adaptation and context-awareness and keep the balance between adaptivity
and adaptability. Such adjustment of adaptation levels assists to avoid unde-
sirable application behavior due to context-recognition errors. User control
might be implemented, for example, with functional dialogues or via appli-
cation or profile setting.
Such application functionality ensures controllability and avoids unobtrusive-
ness of user interface. These options can be referred to ”GL7: Secure the
user control” and ”GL2: Prevention from interruptions” guidelines presented
in [Ha¨kkila¨ and Ma¨ntyja¨rvi, 2006].
Applicability: Application specification: Application includes automatic
location detection functionality.
Pattern: The application has to automatically locate the user by using all
available sensors (physical, virtual and logical), but the result of the detec-
tion has to be editable by the user. At the same time the source of the
location information should be indicated in order to keep transparency of
the detection and adaptation process based on this contextual information
respectively.
Known Cases: Time Zone option in Date and Time settings in iOS.
The time zone is defined automatically by the operating system based on
the users location ((A) on Figure 5.3), but can be changed manually, (B) on
Figure 5.3).
5.6 Adapt with Reference to Device Resources
Problem: This pattern is determined by the following challenges of AUI
design: narrowness of screen space, limitation of device resources, variety of
mobile devices (see Subsection 2.2.2).
Solution: The following recommendations assist in solving the mentioned
issues of AUI design for mobile applications:
• extensive of use of compact presentation (graphical representation, an-
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Figure 5.3: Screenshot of the Time Zone option in Date and Time settings
on iPhone.
imation, color differentiation, etc.) of functional or status content per-
formance in order to save screen space;
• take into consideration the device manufacture design UI guidelines for
possible UI optimizations (for instance, exclusion of software function-
ality elements);
• keep the consistency across multiple platforms and devices for the same
application ([Chan et al., 2002]);
• adjust layout, interface elements and content based on the type of de-
vice, manufacture and dimensions;
• take into consideration the device manufacture specifics and limitations
such as battery life, network connectivity, hardware specifics, etc.;
• adapt system behavior to serve user fast, since time is a more critical
factor for a mobile device user [Poupyrev et al., 2002];
Applicability (case 1): Application specification: Design an applica-
tion with a reference to battery life.
Pattern: The balance between conservation of device resources and the goal
must be kept. The usage of battery consuming techniques, such as wireless
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or Bluetooth connectivity on a permanent basis has to be avoided as well as
cycles in attempting to obtain access to a device’s resource.
Applicability (case 2): Application specification: Application re-
quires text input functionality.
Pattern: The interface must be adapted to use the most convenient way for
data input: hardware keyboard in case it is available, voice input, software
keyboard. Moreover, the software keyboard can be adapted according to the
needs: the type of keyboard can be preselected based on the expected input
data type (text, digital or browser kind of keyboard), the proper keyboard
language association, etc.
Applicability (case 3): Application specification: Design an applica-
tion for Android and iPhone platforms.
Pattern: An Android device has the ”back” and the ”menu” hardware but-
tons, so UI has to be designed accordingly. The iPhone hardware does
include such options, so this functionality can be served by software button.
Known Cases: Google Maps application for iPhone. The automatic user
location button is disabled due to unavailable sensors (check Figure 5.4).
5.7 Adapt According to Context
Problem: One of the main mobile device limitation is the narrowness of
the screen space (see Subsection 2.2.2).
Solution: Despite the fact that the screen size is a limitation of hand-
held devices AUIs are more beneficial when screen real estate is constrained
[Findlater and McGrenere, 2008]. The main idea of this recommendation is
to limit all types of content (functional, informational, etc.) relevant for the
current context such as:
• orientation mode - use an advantage of extra space in landscape
mode (For instance, adaptation of UI by functionality and content
extension or difference in layout);
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Figure 5.4: Screenshot of the Google Maps iPhone application for iPhone
with disabled button for automatic location detection (right bottom corner)
• user’s personal data - limit amount of content by applying person-
alization or user modeling approach;
• element activity - adjust UI element size according its activity (ex-
pand if active, collapse in other cases);
• goal or task - adapt functional elements according to theme, active
task, goal, user’s intention;
Applicability: Application specification: No special requirements.
Pattern: All the application functionality must be divided by screen, goal
and active task in the same priority order. This division affects the func-
tional elements presentation, if all conditions abode the functionality element
is shown (see Figure 5.5 as an implementation of this approach).
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Figure 5.5: Screenshot of the Gmail application on iPhone: the normal mode
(A), the functional bar updates functionality elements with the active task:
an email is selected (B)
But such reduction of options must be done with an extra care, since the
missing options might give less knowledge about system functionality.
Known Cases: UI elements such as expandable input text box, expand-
able search box, the edit option on the Gmail application (see Figure 5.5).
This section presents the results of research in the form of guidelines for
the adaptive user interface design. In the next chapter a validation of this
work is given.
Chapter 6
Validation: Application of Guide-
lines
The previous chapters include a theoretical base of the Thesis, investigations
of the issues in AUI design for mobile applications and a proposal of solution
for the discovered problems. This chapter is devoted to the practical part of
the Thesis, proof-of-applicability of the proposed guidelines and the patterns
of AUI design for mobile applications. Each of the proposed guideline rule
will be considered as a recommendation for AUI creation/modification for
two cases: creation of a brand new application and for a n existing applica-
tion.
6.1 Use of Guidelines for Designing a New
Application
Firstly, the designed guidelines and patterns will be applied to a brand new
application. The aim is to verify the applicability and validity of the pro-
posed solution.
The concept of a new application has been selected with a reference to adap-
tivity and maximum utilization of the context-awareness property of mobile
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devices. The aim was to verify and examine the maximum of the designed
recommendations. Thus, the guidelines are reviewed with a reference to the
purpose, concept and idea of the developing application and some patterns
are proposed as a solution for this particular case. Consequently, several
components are presented as user interface elements, visual guidelines and
patterns representation. This section describes the results.
6.1.1 Brand New Application Case: ”Ubeel”
This subsection recites the concept, use cases, structure, functionality of the
brand new application and the service of which the application is part of.
The mobile application designed as a part of the service is the platform for
verification of applicability of the designed guideline recommendations.
”Ubeel”: Service Description
Ubeel is a service which provides a video blog functionality with automated
annotation. It consists of two parts: a mobile client application and a server
backend, which includes an API server and a Facebook [?] application (see
Figure 6.1). The mobile application is supposed to capture video clips and
then upload them to the server. The application collects various possible
data from a number of sensors during video recording, such as GPS, Wire-
less, and Bluetooth, and attaches it to the video clip metadata.
In addition, it contains a set a functions to manage recorded video clips, e.g.
video uploading, adding/removing tags, changing title, etc. The Ubeel server
collects videos from signed up users. In addition, there is a web-based user in-
terface which provides some advanced functionality for managing video clips
collections (e.g. better tagging, settings, social features, etc.). A schematic
representation of the Ubeel service is presented on Figure 6.1.
”Ubeel”: Application Description
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Figure 6.1: Ubeel Service Architecture
The original Ubeel client application prototype was developed for the An-
droid platform. It contains two views: video recording functionality and
video clips gallery/playback view. The screenshots of application can be
found in Appendix of this paper.
The main purpose of the service is to track an event activity: wedding,
student, bachelor(ette) parties, and other cases where the video capturing
feature might be useful. A possible usage scenario is to capture moments of
the event, members, location, congratulations etc. While capturing a video,
the mobile application tries to locate other devices around, this data is as-
signed to the video clip and is used for tagging people who are also members
of the Ubeel service, assuming that these people were filmed on the video.
This association is editable.
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The application includes the following functionality features:
• video recording - the capability of application to record a short video
clip;
• video playback feature - possibility to watch any video clip recorded
by the service from the local gallery or feed;
• automated device tagging - the application automatically allocated
the devices via Bluetooth and automatically adds tags to the video clip;
• uploading video to the server - a video clip can be uploaded via
the mobile application to the server at any point. In order to share
event moments with friends, classmates, colleagues etc. As the result of
posting a video clip, all the tagged and signed up users get a notification
and can confirm or remove their presence in the clip.
• search - allows users to find out events, or other users of the Ubeel
service, or videos by name, title, event or location. The received data
might be used for hash tagging, or exploring event/users nearby;
• subscriptions - extension of the service which allows to subscribe to
an event, other user’s feed, videos with specific tags and receive updates
by request or periodically. Moreover, the application present the sub-
scription based feed with latest video clips based on user subscription
preferences.
The functionality and concept of this application is suitable for evaluation of
the designed recommendations. The complexity of the service, multi func-
tionality and the variety of operational interface elements makes design of
such application quite challenging. In addition, the wide usage of the sensors-
provided data, both physical and virtual, complicates the design of such ap-
plication system. Hence, by applying the proposed guidelines for AUI design
of the ”Ubeel” application it can be verified the effectiveness of the proposed
solution.
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6.1.2 Guideline in Practice in ”Ubeel” Case
This section describes the application of each guideline rule in process of the
design and implementation of ”Ubeel” application.
Define data format and protocols (cf. Section 5.1)
The Ubeel application includes a middleware, handling the raw data from
physical sensors and application logic. This level implements interface classes
for processing the next contextual information: location and Bluetooth de-
vice identification. These interfaces classes modified the sensors data to more
suitable for processing data format. For instance, the location interface can
provide city or street name independently, besides the raw coordinates.
The location data is presented by two sources: physical (GPS ) and virtual
sensors (Facebook APIs). The location model interface has an indication
of the data origin. This reference gives an additional base for adaptation
and indication of the source of location contextual data for adaptation trans-
parency (guideline rule described in Section 5.4).
An analogical implementation is done for the Bluetooth device identification
data representation. By following the idea proposed in [Korpipaa et al., 2003]
the cascade naming for contextual data managing was implemented. An ex-
ample of device contextual data is presented in the Table 6.1. The Ubeel
server, Facebook APis or device local database act as the recognition ser-
vices in the Ubeel application. The confidence value for non original sources
(For instance, local database or ”Ubeel” server for Facebook identifier) is
calculated based on the detection datastamp.
In addition to the internal application context format, a data format for the
client-server interaction has been defined.
Use all sensors (cf. Section 5.2)
By applying the guideline recommendation (see Section 5.2) a logical sensor
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Context Type Context Value Confidence Source
1 Device:inRange true 0.8 Device Sensor
2 Device:Name Evgenia
Samochadina
- iMac
1 Device Sensor
3 Device:Name My Friend 1 User
4 Device:Address 00:23:12:3B:C9:7B 1 Device Sensor
5 Device:FBReference 1281528529 0.7 Recognition Ser-
vice 1
6 Device:FBReference 12787878529 1 Recognition Ser-
vice 2
7 Device:UbReference 003429 1 Recognition Ser-
vice 3
8 Device:UbReference 003429 0.5 Recognition Ser-
vice 2
Table 6.1: Examples of contexts from various situations for device contextual
data (based on [Korpipaa et al., 2003]).
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Source Availability Precision Priority
1 User true 15m 1
2 GPS true 7.8m 2
3 Network Provider true 1500m 3
4 WiFi false none 0
5 Facebook API false none 0
6 Calendar false none 0
Table 6.2: Visual representation of the weight table of location data sources.
intercalation has been developed in the ”Ubeel” application. The purpose of
this middleware is to reformat the contextual data to the appropriate format
(Subsection 6.1.2 describes this part of the middleware operation) in addi-
tion to making a choice of the source usage based on available context and
application specification. All available sensors are considered as a source of
contextual data, particularly, device identification and user location informa-
tion.
The application specification requires the most accurate user position, since
this data is assigned as metadata to the video clip and is a subject for search
and allocation of the other service users. Based on this application specifi-
cation the physical sensors have a higher priority, at the same time among
the available physical sensors the highest priority has the one with higher
accuracy. An approximate example of such weight table for location context
source is presented in Table 6.2.
The application logic chooses the first available location data source based
on the priority value. Nevertheless, the explicitly gained location data has
a higher top priority according to the application specification and ”Level
of Adaptation” guideline (see Section 5.5). In other words, after the user
pointed his location on the map or selected the one provided by the Face-
book API, the priority of other sources decreases and the explicit source of
location data gets the top priority.
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Privacy (cf. Section 5.3)
The most of the privacy policy implementation of the Ubeel application relies
on the Facebook user’s settings. Such social connections and privacy related
to these groups are taken from Facebook and are customizable via Facebook
interface. The Ubeel application uses these settings for interface adaptation,
content filtering and etc. For instance, the application displays video clips
according to the tagged user’s privacy settings. In other words, if the user
prefers to not display a video to other users of the service, it will be excluded
from all feed updates regardless of the subscription preferences. The same
concept spreads to the Facebook event’s video clips.
Transparency of Adaptation (cf. Section 5.4)
The Ubeel application behavior and interface were built with a reference
to the ”Transparency of Adaptation” guideline rule (see Section 5.4), since
similar ideas were indicated as the most useful and influential in [Ha¨kkila¨ and
Ma¨ntyja¨rvi, 2006] and by other research papers.
The maximum level of the transparency implementation of the interactions
between user and application. Moreover, the transparency of the current
application and adaptation status were integrated in the Ubeel application
as well as feedback to the user’s actions (see example on the Figure 6.2).
The result of the guideline rule in the practice is presented on the Figure 6.3.
The mockup shows the interface design of the playback screen of the Ubeel
application. The UI includes indications of current user location, an ac-
tive video clip characteristics (duration, title). Moreover, there is a right
side menu component, which contains information about users tagged to the
video clip, such as name and photo thumbnail. In case if there are several
sources of the context, the origin of it is also indicated as an icon (For in-
stance, source of location, tagged user name and other contextual data). This
design decision is following the guideline rule described in Section 5.6.
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Figure 6.2: Indication of the Bluetooth sensor current status with a visual
feedback to enabling the sensor
The right side menu component is not static. In most of the cases it is closed
and only the number of tagged users is indicated on the top status bar. The
menu can be opened by the user for more details and its state is also regu-
lated by the application. For instance, it is closed automatically in the event
of video payback is started or recording is finished. This behavior also was
created accordingly to the designed guidelines, in particular ”Adapt with
Reference to Device Resources” (see Section 5.6) and ”Adapt According to
Context” (see Section 5.7).
In the open state the component described above provides additional func-
tionality. A tagged person can be removed as detected on the video clip, as
well as a new user can be added to the tagged list from Facebook friends.
This functionality is a part of the applying the ”Level of Adaptation” guide-
line rule (see Section 5.5).
Level of Adaptation (cf. Section 5.5)
According to this guideline recommendation (see Section 5.5) the application
adapts the interface based on the automatically detected context. The appli-
cation aims to provide the user with a maximum comfort by implementing
maximum automation of context detection and interface adaptation. Never-
theless, all the automatically detected contextual data is editable: location,
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Figure 6.3: Mockup of video playback screen
automatically detected Bluetooth devices, devices’ names, video clip name
etc. This provides the user with a full control over the adaptation.
Adapt with Reference to Device Resources (cf. Sec-
tion 5.6)
This recommendation is wide and can be applied in many situations and
adaptation principles. In this chapter some cases of interface adaptation
based on the guideline rule were described, excluding the most obvious ones
(such as phone screen dimensions adaptation). Therefore, there are several
examples of adaptation implemented in the Ubeel application, which can also
illustrate the applicability of this recommendation.
The main functionality of the application is utilizing the Bluetooth sensor,
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which is quite power consuming hardware part. In order to save the phone
resources the application switches off Bluetooth in case of inactivity of the
application (then it runs on the background). This functionality is additional
to the capability of turning of the functionality manually by the user (see
Figure 6.2).
Adapt According to Context (cf. Section 5.7)
As it was already discussed above all the automatically gained contextual
data is editable and can be redefined by the user. Some of the data is pro-
vided by the Facebook API or the application database. The lists of available
contextual data are filtered based on the conditions. The following example
can illustrate the application of the guideline rule. The UI of the Ubeel
allows to choose user’s current location from the places/events, provided by
the Facebook API. This list is composed based on the user’s location coor-
dinates, so this limits the places/events selection.
This guideline also can help to adapt the user interface by reducing the visi-
ble functional UI elements based on the user current goal or task. In this case
the user’s intention has the role of contextual information. The application
logic aims to provide only functional UI elements actual for the current task,
system conditions, location, in a period of time. In order to create such logic,
all the application functionality has to be divided into groups based on these
parameters and displayed in case all the conditions are complied.
A practical usage of the idea can be illustrated with the record/playback
functionality of the Ubeel application. The table 6.3 represents the results
of using this idea.
The result of applying the presented functionality and indication division
in the practice is presented as a mockup of playback screen of the Ubeel
application on the Figure 6.4.
By working on this case and guideline rule application a new AUI com-
ponent was created. It was named ”expandable panel”. The main idea of
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Task State Indication Functionality
Playback playing current location, duration, num-
ber of detected users (updated in
a period of time), functionality
state (playing)
stop, pause
- stopped current location, duration, de-
tected users (*), functionality
state (stopped), video clip name
(*), location assigned to video
clip (*), event (*), favorite (*)
play, upload,
delete, mark as
favorite
- paused current location, duration, de-
tected users (*), functionality
state (paused), video clip name
(*), location assigned to video
clip (*), event (*), favorite (*)
play, upload,
delete, mark as
favorite
Record recording current location, duration, num-
ber of detected users (updated in
a period of time), functionality
state (recoding)
stop
- stopped
(**)
same as for Playback/stopped play, upload,
delete, mark as
favorite
Table 6.3: Table with results of application guideline rule on the play-
back/record Ubeel functionality.
(*) This date is editable.
(**) This state is equal to Playback task in the ”stopped” state.
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Figure 6.4: Mockups of video playback screen of the Ubeel application in
playing (A) and stopped states (B)
the component is the flexibility of dimensions, which depend on the included
functional UI elements. In the described above case the panel is completely
collapsed for the playing state, since there is almost no functionality for this
state defined in the division table. Moreover, the main focus of the activity
is to observe the picture being recorded, so there should not be any visualiza-
tion obstacles. In the stopped state the panel is in contrary expanded to fit
according to the required functionality. In addition, the expanded size of the
panel is not static, it is adapting based on included elements. Particularly,
in case some of the functional element can not be provided due to situational
context, the size of the panel will be adapted based on the included into it
functional elements. A possible illustration of the case is: the user is not
logged in to Facebook, so an event association for the video clip can not be
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created.
6.1.3 Results
The designed guidelines were taken into account in the UI and system design
of a brand new application. Particularly, the recommendations were applied
on the planning phase of the application creation. This helped to avoid some
of the possible issues of the AUI design for mobile applications.
Based on the results of the work described in this section, it can be concluded
that the designed guidelines are applicable and working for AUI creation for
mobile applications. Personally, it was remarked the facilitation of the AUI
techniques involvement, then the recommendations are presented in struc-
tural and organized way. Such approach helps to take into consideration all
the aspects of the AUI development for mobile devices.
Moreover, the components and patterns, created based on the designed in
the bounds of this work guidelines, can be referred as AUI components.
6.2 Use of Guidelines for Improvement of a
Existing Application
The second goal is to prove the efficiency of the result of the work on an
existing application. The published application with user base is enhanced
by applying the guideline recommendations. The measurements of user re-
tention of the modified version determines the performance of the proposed
approach.
6.2.1 Existing Application Case: ”Spot in Helsinki”
This subsection shows the concept, structure, and functionality of the exist-
ing application used for evaluation of the proposed guidelines. The appli-
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cation is a tour guide named ”Spot in Helsinki”, which has been developed
for the Android platform. The author of the Thesis is one of the developers
of ”Spot in Helsinki” application. Particularly, the UI and GUI design and
implementation was part of her task in this project. The application was
published approximately 3 years ago and currently is available in the Google
Play [sih] application marketplace. The application has around 7000 instal-
lations and approximately 30% of them are active users1 by the time this
paper was in progress. Moreover, the selection of the existing application is
justified by the prevalence of research on location-based application. Tour
guides and navigators are well explored examples of adaptive systems.
”Spot in Helsinki”: Application Description
”Spot in Helsinki” is a location-based application, which provides informa-
tion about attractions and events of the Helsinki region (Helsinki, Vantaa and
Espoo cities). The application includes the following functionality features
(see Figure 6.5):
• listing of the region’s attractions - list of the main attraction of
the city with detailed information about each of them (see case (A) in
Figure 6.5);
• listing of the region’s upcoming events - list of the upcoming
and ongoing events of the city with detailed information about each of
them;
• events/spots sorting - possibility to sort a list by a place distance
from the user’s current location or alphabetically/by date and time of
an event;
• events/spots filtering - possibility to filter a list by category or period
of time;
• search - search of events/spots;
1The instances of installations, which were not removed and are in use actively
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• creation of personal spots - possibility to create a personal point of
interests for later usage as a destination;
• route calculation - route calculation to a spot or event location, based
on the user’s current location and destination address. The services
provides a selection between public transportation, walking or biking
routes (see case (B) in Figure 6.5);
• map - visual representation of the events/spots lists on a map;
• additional features - such as ordering a taxi, buying a public trans-
portation ticket, content update, etc.;
Figure 6.5: Screenshots of the ”Spot in Helsinki” application: (A) spot’s list
and (B) route screen
All listed above features are available in the offline mode.
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6.2.2 Guideline in Practice in ”Spot in Helsinki” Case
Define data format and protocols (cf. Section 5.1)
There were no possible improvements found for the ”Spot in Helsinki” appli-
cation according to this guideline rule. The context format and interaction
protocols were defined and implemented already on the design stage of the
application development.
Use all sensors (cf. Section 5.2)
Originally ”Spot in Helsinki” used any available source for determining user’s
location regardless to the precision and sensing element time reaction. Such
system design decision brought delays of user interface reaction. One of the
recommendations of the ”Adapt with Reference to Device Resources” guide-
line rule states that an application has to be designed with a reference to time
factor. In other words, the application response time should be as minimum
as possible.
By following the designed guidelines and taken into consideration the con-
cept and accessible sensors, a new logic for location detection was proposed.
The measurements of Wireless and Network providers sensors are used until
GPS sensor will return a result, since they have shorter time of reaction.
However, the accuracy of these sources is more than 50 meters and this can
be very rough for route calculation functionality. The GPS provider has
the most exact measuring in case of auspicious environment. As soon as
results from GPS sensor will be gotten, the logic replaces the current value
and asynchronously informs the application flow. The table of priorities for
”Spot in Helsinki” case for location detection functionality is presented in
the Table 6.4.
The concept of the application includes a permanent knowledge of the user’s
location. In order to achieve that with minimum time consuming the appli-
cation location detection logic uses the last detected user’s location. This
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Source Availability Precision Priority
1 Local database true 7.8 1
2 WiFi true 50m 2
3 Network Provider true 1500m 3
4 GPS true 7.8m 4
Table 6.4: Visual representation of the weight table of location data sources
for the ”Spot in Helsinki” case.
value is saved in the local device database for a reasonable period of time
after which it becomes obsolete. After the GPS sensor returns new coordi-
nates, the stored value is replaced. Only measurements from GPS are used
due to its higher detection accuracy.
Privacy (cf. Section 5.3)
The ”Spot in Helsinki” application does not have any social aspect as well as
social networks integration. Moreover, the application service does not col-
lect or share any user data due to concept of the application, so this guideline
rule is not applicable for the ”Spot in Helsinki” case.
Transparency of Adaptation (cf. Section 5.4)
The application has a map mode, which displays a map with indication
of spots or events locations. Based on the application’s architecture and
concept the OpenStreetMaps [Ope] are used in order to support the offline
mode. According to the guidelines the map mode button was disabled if the
map is not completely downloaded and can not be presented. The relation
of functionality inactivity and missing content can be not so clear for the
end user. Due to this fact and according to ”Transparency of Adaptation”
guideline recommendation the action feedback was proposed. If user tries
to use the map mode in case the button is deactivated (see case (A) in Fig-
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ure 6.6) the application gives a feedback in form of a popup with current
content download status (see case (B) in Figure 6.6).
The application UI was updated with a similar feedback in several places,
Figure 6.6: Screenshot of the ”Spot in Helsinki” application with the map
mode button deactivated
where the results of automatic adaptation can be unclear for the end user.
Level of Adaptation (cf. Section 5.5)
Such application functionality as filtering and sorting gives the full control
over the attraction and event lists adaptation (see Figure 6.7). The user
can filter and customize displayed content, in addition to the automatic lists
flexibility based on user’s preferences, current location and date. Such adapt-
able functionality gives the user a control over the automatic adaptation of
the application content. In other words, most of the application solutions
already followed this guideline rule.
Nevertheless, the supplementary automation was added according to the
”Level of Adaptation” guideline rule. By removing an extra step in the route
calculation, additional intention and redundant actions can be avoided (see
case (A) on Figure 6.10). The application can save user’s previous trans-
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Figure 6.7: Screenshot of ”Spot in Helsinki” with the filter menu of the
attractions list
portation preferences and calculate an immediate route to the destination
based on the saved context and user’s current location (if such available).
But at the same time the possibility to open the preferences screen has to be
kept to insure the user’s control.
Adapt with Reference to Device Resources (cf. Sec-
tion 5.6)
The review of the application service and user interface with reference to
”Adapt with Reference to Device Resources” guideline rule gives numerous
possible improvements of the application user interface.
The sorting button in the both spot and events lists has two states: sort-
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Figure 6.8: Screenshot of the sorting option in the top menu of the ”Spot in
Helsinki” application: the feedback and icon when list is sorted alphabetically
(A), by current user’s location (B) and in case user’s location can not be
determined (C)
ing by distance and by date for the events list and alphabetically for the
attractions list (see cases (A) and (B) Figure 6.8). Both sorting options are
available even if user’s location can not be determined automatically. An
explicit location indication is not allowed due to the application concept.
According to the guideline recommendation this feature has to be excluded
if the device can not automatically allocate the user. Nevertheless due to
”Transparency of Adaptation” the functional user element should not be re-
moved, since this functionality is significant and its absence might confuse
the user. A way to handle this situation is to indicate the active sorting
option (alphabetically for spots and sorting by date for events) and disable
the functionality and give a feedback to user’s action about unavailability of
the location date (see case (C) Figure 6.8).
Following the same principle, a logic for adapting menu was created. Some
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Figure 6.9: Screenshot of the ”Spot in Helsinki” application menu: before
applying guideline recommendations (A) and after (B)
of additional features are removed in case the functionality can not be pro-
vided due to application situational context. For instance, such feature as
”Purchase SMS transport ticket” is removed from the menu in case the user
is outside of Helsinki or his location can not be established (see Figure 6.9).
Currently the SMS ticket service is working for the public transportation
within Helsinki only. The option is removed from menu not disabled, since
this functionality is not application decisive. Moreover, the described above
enhancement suggestions are the two out of the set proposed UI improve-
ments with adaptive techniques usage. The idea of these improvements are
the same, so the description of these will be omitted.
Adapt According to Context (cf. Section 5.7)
The ”Adapt According to Context” guideline rule brings a set of possible
enhancements to ”Spot in Helsinki” application. There are two significant
external contexts, which are used as a base for UI adaptation in this appli-
cation: user location and content data (feeds of city attractions and events).
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Despite multiple of possible small corrections to user interface of ”Spot in
Helsinki” application, the only two based on the main context are described
for this guideline rule.
Firstly, one proposed improvement for the user interface is for the route cal-
culation settings screen (see case (A) on Figure 6.10). The option ”Departure
from the current location” for the starting point selection should be removed
in case the current user’s location can not be determined. And the radio
button functional element is replaced by a button with the map icon (see
case (B) on Figure 6.10). So the interface hides the valueless functionality
based on the location context.
The second improvement is related to the listings of spots and events. The
Figure 6.10: Screenshot of the route calculation settings screen of the ”Spot
in Helsinki” application: before applying guideline recommendations (A) and
after (B)
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places, which are already closed for the time the list is reviewed by the user,
has to be removed from the list. This information about the availability sta-
tus is calculated based on current time and the place schedule. Moreover, the
automatic adaptation of these lists is configurable, so the user can turn off
this filter. This user interface modification follows the ”Level of Adaptation”
guideline rule. In case the list is getting empty due to this filtering option
(For instance, the current time is too late or early for business hours), the
interface gives a hint about a possible reason of that. This improvement was
proposed according to the ”Transparency of Adaptation” recommendation
of the designed guidelines.
6.2.3 Results
”Spot in Helsinki” application has been republished to testing environment
with the implemented modifications, based on the guidelines. The download
rate has not changed significantly after the application update. The down-
load rate remained at the same level. An insignificant change was noticed in
the uninstall rate, it decreased from 54% to 47%. Thus, the user retention
decreased slightly. But this behavior can be explained by the high tourist
season. No feedback has been received either after the modified version was
published. Nevertheless, based on the previous author experience, the feed-
back is usually given only after significant changes in the functionality or user
interface. Whereas, the guideline based changes proposed and implemented
in the bounds of this work are small interface enhancements. Personally it
was noticed, the increase of the application respond time due to changes
related to location detection sensors’ engagement logic. Moreover, the user
interface became more clear, since some of the functionality presentation is
adapted according to context.
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6.3 Discussions
Based on the developer experience gained by applying designed guidelines on
two cases, the further conclusion was done. The guidelines work effectively
on the designing phase of the application rather than applying them to the
existing application. This statement is inferred based on the practical part
of the Thesis. Applying adaptivity techniques to an application with an
existing user base can bring the following drawbacks:
• Significant enhancements of the UI cause dramatic changes in the ap-
plication architecture, which might involve a complete redesign of the
application architecture. Moreover, even a relatively simple implemen-
tation of adaptivity can be confined by the current architecture.
• On the design phase application model can be changed to follow guide-
line at any point, if any of AUI design aspects was missing.
• A significant change in the user interface can disorient users and as
result distract users from using the application.
Chapter 7
Evaluation
The main goal of this Thesis was to identify guidelines and patterns for AUI
design as a possible standardized solution, which could facilitate the future
design of adaptive systems. For the verification of the workability and ef-
fectiveness of the created recommendations, they were applied in two cases:
for design of a brand new application and improvement of an existing appli-
cation. As the confirmation of success of the designed AUI and guidelines
consequently the results of this work have to be evaluated.
Evaluation of a user interface is not an easy and trivial task and it becomes
more complex for the adaptive user interface case [Ho¨o¨k, 1998]. The AUI
intricacy grounds on the flexible interface origin. In other words, it can serve
well for some users and not satisfy others, adapt accordingly to some context
and not for another, behave correctly in some situations and not in oth-
ers. The variety of the adaptation results makes an evaluation of intelligent
(adaptive) systems a complex task.
Most of the studies of adaptive systems propose to compare systems without
and with adaptivity [Ho¨o¨k, 1997] for evaluation. The same idea has been
selected as one of the ways to evaluate the result of the designed guidelines.
It was decided to take an existing application, to modify the UI according to
the designed guidelines and to compare the two versions of the same appli-
cation in terms of presentation and user satisfaction. Nevertheless, instead
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of a user study, the measurements of user retention of the modified version
has been selected for determining performance of the proposed approach.
A complete and comprehensive validation of the guidelines application re-
sults can not be fitted into the scope of this work. Another goal of this
Thesis was to prove that guidelines for adaptive techniques based on the
device context-awareness can be applied in practice for prototyping mobile
applications. This was demonstrated successfully by applying them to the
two mobile applications.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
This Chapter concludes the results of this Thesis work. It revises research
questions and gives a brief summary of the answers. Later, it presents gen-
eral conclusions of the work and findings related to the topic of this Thesis.
At the begging of this paper the following questions were underlined as de-
terminative of this work:
Question 1: How can adaptive user interface techniques be used
for interface design and prototyping of mobile applications?
Question 2: What are the existing approaches to adaptive user
interface development for mobile devices?
Question 3: Can a standardized approach to AUI design for mo-
bile applications be developed?
The AUI was evaluated as a technique for mobile application user interface
design by providing answers to the AUI base questions discussed in Subsec-
tion 2.2.3. The author of the Thesis answered the questions based on the
completed research in the AUI field and her personal expertise in the mobile
application development. According to the results of this questionnaire, the
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adaptive techniques can be used not only as an effective technique for mo-
bile application user interface design, but it also benefits from the specifics
of mobile device. This part of the Thesis provides the answer to the main
research question of the work: Question 1.
The Section 4.2 work reviews existing solutions for AUI design and answers
Question 2 of research questions of the Thesis. According to this research
little to nothing has been done in the direction of standardized approach
creation to adopting adaptive techniques for mobile application design.
Nonetheless, this review helps to conclude that the most operable and ap-
propriate way to document a standardized approach to AUI for mobile ap-
plication design are guidelines. This conclusion contradicts with the general
recommendation to use patterns instead of guidelines ([Griffiths and Pember-
ton, 2005]). This fact can be explained by convenience of design and usage of
standardized documentation for AUI design for mobile applications. Since a
design pattern concentrates on relatively narrow cases and provides a solu-
tion to a particular problem within the confines of a given context. Due to
variety of possible situations on mobile devices, insured by significant varia-
tion of context, the quantity of patterns for each problem increases. In other
words, the pattern level of detail does not suit well for a unified solution for
AUI design.
Consequently, guidelines are more general solution and they are a more
appropriate form for sharing adaptive user interfaces design experience or
knowledge for mobile applications. Based on this conclusion the main em-
phasis was done on guidelines development. For some of the guideline rules
a pattern complementary was designed as a proof-of-idea.
The designed guidelines verified the possibility of creation of a standardized
approach to AUI design for mobile applications and cover the Question 3
of this research.
The designed guidelines (see Chapter 5) aim to provide common recommen-
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dations and facilitate the AUI techniques implementation for mobile appli-
cation design and development. However, as it was concluded in Section 6.3,
the AUI techniques guidelines are more effective on the design phase of mo-
bile application development.
The results of this work might possibly be used to influence further devel-
opment of AUI methods into guidelines and specifications for development
of mobile applications. Moreover, the designed guidelines can be taken as a
base for AUI design specifications by the OS vendors or web communities.
Chapter 9
Future Work
The further works based on the results of this Thesis may include an eval-
uation of the designed guidelines by giving them to developer and designer
groups for creating new applications. In order to illustrate the proficiency
or lack of the created guidelines, two versions of the application have to be
created by the groups: one without usage of adaptive techniques and other
one by utilization of the results of the designed guidelines. Both of these
versions have to use same user interfaces and to be visually as close as possi-
ble. This idea will polish the difference between applications and will make
an attempt of guidelines evaluation more accurate, since a comparative anal-
ysis may depend on users’ expectations and preconceptions (a new version
is always considered to be better, or a better UI can give illusion that the
application works better).
The both applications have to be given to a test group for a period of time in
order to properly evaluate the results. At the end of the test period a survey
or an interview of the users group will help to collect information about user
experiences and a feedback for collation of versions.
The feedback obtained from the developer and designer groups might help
to improve the recommendation statements and find out more and less ef-
fective. In addition, the guidelines can be applied to an existing application
in order to compare the same application with and without adaptivity. In
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the bounds of this work, such idea could not work well since the designer of
the first and modified versions as well as the guidelines is the same person.
This fact could misrepresent the results due to minor changes between the
versions.
In addition, a comparison of such values as the time of application usage,
the amount of goals achieved, the percentage of the used functionality out of
the total amount of functions (actions), etc., can give an overall picture of
the benefits or drawbacks of the adaptive guidelines for mobile applications
prototyping.
The future of UI development and design for mobile devices should abstract
from the usage of desktop paradigms, such as windows, keyboards, popups,
clicks, etc. It has to be more oriented to adaptivity to the user itself to his
motions, etc. In other words, the user’s body has to be utilized as a part of
the technology and as a way to gain more context as the base for UI adap-
tation. There is a shift to this direction that can be observed from the very
beginning of the mobile devices invention. This statement can be illustrated
by following cases: user’s body as antenna for better network connection,
finger as mouse substitute, voice and motions as input, etc. In other words,
a part of the body replaces the technology. Hereafter, this approach will
progress more, leading to a united system with seamless interactions giving
wide a base for interface adaptation for serving user needs in a better way.
Appendices
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Screenshots of ”Ubeel” Applica-
tion
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Figure A.1: Sreenshot of login screen of ”Ubeel” application
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Figure A.2: Sreenshot of main screen with menu expanded
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Figure A.3: Sreenshot of gallery screen
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Figure A.4: Sreenshot of video screen in recording mode
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Figure A.5: Sreenshot of video screen in recording mode with user details
panel expanded
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